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Abstract 

The stead y state and d ynarnic pro penies of semiconductor self-assembled island 

structures made fkom III-V materials are studied by photoluminescence and tirne-resolved 

photoluminescence. The islands layer contains a nurnber of hemisphericai caps wirh a low- 

gap material inside the cap and a high-gap material outside. The experiments perfomed 

are aimed at probing the nature of the bound states inside the islands, looking speciticaliy 

at the dimensionality of these islands through the mapping of the density of states. 

First. a system consisting of an A& 4rI% SSAS iayer imbedded in an Ab JrG* t,& 

mtrix emitt ing in the visible (red) is used to directly probe the properties of "individual" 

islands and compare hem with dflerent systems: twoaimensional (quantum weU), one- 

dimensionai (quantum wire) and zero-dimensional (quant urn dot ). The O bserved 

temperature independent hewidth and lifetimes are attnbuted to quantum dot properties. 

Next. the strong emission obtained under resonant excitation conditions in this system is 

used to study the a u e n c e  of phonons on the relaxation processes in zero-dimensional 

semiconductor heterostnicture systerns. 

The other materiai system studied consists of a single 1% 5Gaa SAS self-assembled 

layer imbedded in Ga& emitting in the &-red. A mode1 based on a quantum weil witb 

in-plane parabolic confinement is developed and cornpareci with experirnentai results. 

Magneto-pho to luminescence measurernents reveal the symmetry of the electronic sheil 

structure which is found to be consistent with the mode1 developed, thus confhing the 



zero-dimensional n a t w  of the carrier confinement. The presence of excited states is then 

exploited by studying the inter-sublevel dynamics of carriers in quantum dots. Despite the 

discreteness of the density of states. fist inter-sublevel dynamics is observed and d 

experimentai observations are found to be consistent with state-filling dynamics for which 

the inter-sublevel relaxation is irnpeded only when lower energy levels are filled. 



Sommaire 

Des üo ts semiconducteurs fabriqués à partir de matériaux de la f d e  des III-V sont 

étudiés a l'aide de mesures de photoluminescence et de photoluminescence résolue dans le 

temps. La couche d'îlots contient des d'hémisphères tronqués composés d'un matériel de 

Fable gap a I'intkneur entouré d'un matkriel a haut gap à l'extérieur. Les expériences 

visent à sonder ia nature des états Liés dans les îiots et en particulier A mettre en évidence 

la dimensionalité de leur densite d'états. 

Dans un premier temps. un échantillon composé d'une couche d' &&05& 

inscrite dans une barrière d'A& , S G & ~ ~ A S  est u t W  afin d'avoir accks aux propriétés 

d'îlots "individuels". Les largeurs de raie et les temps de vie indépendants de la 

température sont associés à des systhes de boites quantiques. La forte luminescence 

obtenue lorsqu'on excite l'échantillon de façon résonante nous permet d'étudier 

I'influence des phonons sur la dynamique des porteurs pour des hétérostnictures 

semiconductrices en zéro dimensions. 

Dans un deuxième temps. un systkme composé d'une couche d' Iib5Gao~As 

incorporée dans une matrice de GaAs émettant dans 1'infi-a-rouge est étudiée. Un modele 

simple biisé sur un puits quantique avec un potentiel parabolique dans le plan est dlaboré et 

les prédictions de ce modèle sont comparées avec les résultats expérimentaux. 

Notamment. des mesures de magndto-photoluminescence mettent en dvidence la symdtrie 

des états électroniques. et les prédictions du modéle sont vérifi6es ce qui confirme la 



nature zéro-dimensionnelle des états liés. La présence d'états excités est aussi exploitée 

pour discuter de la dynamique des porteurs en zéro dimensions. On observe une relaxation 

très efficace des poneurs des niveaux supérieurs vers les niveaux Sérieun. De plus. 

l'ensemble des résultats expérimentaux s'explique fàcilement en terne d'une dynamique 

dominée par le remplissage des dtats. avec des temps de transfert inter-niveaux restreints 

seulement par le principe d'exclusion de Pauli. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The concept of quantum confined heterostructures, based on semiconductor 

rnaterials. was introduced in the early 70's and was triggered primarily by the rapid 

Lnprovement of growth techniques. The last three decades have seen a large amount of 

effort spent in understanding the fùndamental propert ies of these Io wer dimensional 

systems and in predicting their use in active components. 

The fkst such structures fkbricated and studied were the quantum weU and the 

superlattice, the former made of a single layer of low gap semiconductor sandwiched by a 

higher bandgap materiai while the latter is composed of a succession of such layen Ui 

which c h e r s  in one layer could interact with the ones in adjacent hyers. One of the fkst 

predictions related to quantum confinement, made by Esaki and l'su', was the tunneluig of 

carriers through thin barriers, producing negative diaerential regions in the t-V 

c harac t eristics O € t hese structures. This p henomeno n was experimentally c o h e d  by 

chang* in GaAdAlGaAs double-bamer resonant tu~eiing structures. and by several other 

groups for a wide variety of materiai systems3. 

To this &y ho wever, the most important industrial application of semiconductor 

heterostructures remains the seMconduaor quantum well laser. At £irst made of a simple 

p-n junction4, it was found that the characteristics of the lasers could be improved by 

inserthg a quantum weli in the center of the p n  junction5. Expccted improvements in the 

threshold current6 and temperature stabilily7 brought further motivation to study structures 



ha* even lower dimensionality such as quantum wires (QWR), where carriers are 

confined in one-dimensional states. and quantum dots (QD) where carriers are confined in 

zero-dimensional states. On a practical levei. the fabrication of such structures remain an 

interest h g  chaIienge. 

Over the last decade. a number of techniques have been developed and tested for the 

production of Q WRs and QDs. For example. quantum wires bave been fabricated using 

wet or dry etching of quantum well samples8, intemwing9. growth over pattemed 

sub~trates'~. transverse overgrowth of a cleaved Multiple Quantum Weii sarnple" and field 

induced carrier concentration m~dulation'~. Simiiarly, quantum dots have b e n  hibricated 

using wetldry etching'', intexmixing". gate modulation". glas rnatrixI6 and overgrowth 

on vicinal surfàces". n i e  main cnteria in assessing the quality of these structures include: 

the nurnber of defects, such as dislocations and vacancies which act as non-radiative 

recombination centers, the good uniformity of the wireddots across the sample and the 

arnount of confinement for the carriers. Techniques involving etching often create 

structures with a large nurnber of defects. while intermking and gate modulation 

structures provide low confinements. Growth on pattemed substrates invo lves complex 

hbrication Finally, small serniconductor drops irnbedded in a glass rnatrk are not well 

suited for applications (i.e. electncai injection of carriers in the dots is dficult to achieve). 

Altho ugh some of the systems descn id  above show very interest hg  characteristics. they 

ail possess some drawbacks korn a pract ical and technical point of view. 

It is certainly possible to improve the above systems. but the approach adopted for 

this study involves a recently irnplemented fabrication technique, narnely Stranski- 



Krastanow growth, used to produce a new type of hyer referred to as self-assembled 

islands. The dEerent possible regirnes of epitaxial growth were identified a long time 

'8.1930 by several groups. but it was not until recently that technology aliowed their 

implementation Nurnbering three in t o t d  these growth modes have been named Volmer- 

Weber, S t ranski- Krastano w and Frank- Van Der Merve respectively and the corresponding 

types of layer obtained are shown in Figure 1- 1. For a given high bandgapAow bandgap 

material system use& the growth mode can be predicted Zone knows the interlàce energy 

between the two materiais, as weil as the strain and surface energy of the low gap material 

layer. The interface energy represents the cost to form an interface between two given 

mate&. the drain energy is important if the system is iattice mismatched. and the surface 

energy represents the cost to form a surface of a specinc sbape for a given Liyer. The tim 

case considered is Voimer-Weber growth; in this case. the interface energy cost is very 

high and during the growth, the adatorns wiii have a tendency to form ishds on the 

nirface to minirnize the interface ares as shown in Figure 1-la If the interfàcial energy is 

not important, the atoms '%et" the entire s h c e  for at lest a few monolayen. At this 

point. if the materials are lanice-matched such that there is no strain in the system, this 

process goes on and one obtains the usual hyer by layer (or Frank-Van Der Meme) 

growth as shown in Figure 1-lc. If the system is lattice-misrnatched, the strain energy can 

be minimized by fo rming coherent islands on top of the '%etti.ng iayer" ( WL); this occurs 

spontaneously. hence the tenninology "seif-assemblai islands". This epitaxiai reg& is 

referred to as Stranski-Krastanow growth (Figure 1-lb) and is observed if the main 

energy reduction o&ts the cost of for* a non-planar wrhe2'. If the growth is 
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Illustration of the diffuait  epitaxial growth modes. 

allowed to proceed beyond the initial island formation misfits and dislocations start 

forming which is undesirable for the optical quaiity of the sample. 

Early studies involving self-assembled i shds  were actually done in the perspective 

of growing hi&-quahy quantum weh, in order to avoid island and dislocation 

formation2*. One of the first clear prook of defect fke island formation in the Stranski- 

Krastanow growth mode was reported by Eaglesham and ~ e d o * '  for SiGe islands on S i  

'1.2526 Shortly after. isiand formation was observed in III-V materials by several groups- and 



strong luminescence was unarnbiguously sho wn to originate fiom the islands themselvesZ7. 

At the onset of this work it was hoped that this growth rnethod would provide a reiiable 

in-situ fiibncation technique for a class of systerns combining the advantages of zero- 

dimensional properties with the strong luminescence of UI-V materials. However. it 

rem& to be proven that the islands have good zem-dimensional properties. 

In the present work, two complementary types of self-assembled systems are 

studied. The fh system is composed of a lower bandgap GUnAs island layer imbedded in 

AlGaAs bamier material. The opticaüy active hyer emits in the visible (red) and for this 

reason this sarnple wiil be referred to as sample VI. The fàbrication was perfonned using 

MBE growth on a semi-insulating GaAs substrate2'. Temperatures were detemiined with a 

calibrated pyrometer. An A s  partial pressure of 9 x 1 0 ~  ton was maintainesi throughout 

the growth. M e r  oxide desorption, a GaAs undoped buEer layer of 0.5 pm was grown at 

600°C. The 200 nrn Ab 35G% 65As ciadding layer was then grown at 650°C. The sample 

was then cooled to 530°C. and In and Al molecular beams were pulsed in short cycles at 

low growth rates. resulting in the deposition of smail m u n t s  of Ab drl%,j5A~ (<<O. 1 

monolayers per cycle). This was done until the transition Born 2D growth to 3D growth 

was observed in the reflected high-energy electron W t i o n  (RHEED) pattern. The Al 

and Ga shutters were then opened, and growth was continued in order to cover the 

strained islands with a 30 nrn Ab.35Gw5As M e r  layer, while the temperature was 

ramped back to 650°C. A 10 nm GaAs cap layer was fmally grown to protect the 

Ab ,jGao6& M e r  from oxidation. 

Stnictural characterization of this sample was obtained via plan view and cross- 



section TEM pictures presented in Figure 1-2 a) and c) respectively. Both pictures clearly 

show that a self-assembled layer bas been O btained with islands of similar sizes randornly 

distributed on the surfiace. The cross-section reveals the existence of a thin (2-lnm) 

quantum well layer (the wetting layer), co~ec t ing  an array of thicker (3.2 nrn) lem- 

shaped discs. From a careful inspection of the plan view TEM. one can obtain statistics on 

the size distribution of the isiand hase diarneter, and the resuhs are surnmarized in Figure 

1-2 b. the average base diarneter of the ishds is found to be 1 812 nm with an areal density 

of 200 pf2. It is very Unportant to note that both TEM pictures reveai no dislocations or 

defects of any kind in the island layer thus indicating t h  high quaiity structures have been 

o btained. 

The second systern studied is composed of a lower bandgap InGaAs island layer 

irnbedded in GaAs barrier material, and the active hyer emits in the infra-red so that this 

sample will be referred to as sample IR. The growth was performed by molecular beam 

epitaxy in the Stranski-Krastanow growth mode on a n o d y  undoped Ga& 

substrate? The sample has been grown to obtain a range of InGaAs covenge across the 

sample surfàce using a shadow mask technique described as follows? A bondless 2 in. fidi 

wafer holder was equipped with a Ta mask capable of covering the entire wafer. This 

shadow mask was 4 mm fiom the d e r  surfàce and pivoted fkom a point near the wafer 

edge. The Ga& b&er layer, the 1% l,Gaoa& quantum weU and the GaAs M e r  were 

grown while the wafer was unmasked. Then, the strained I b  jGa sAs layer deposit ion was 

perfonned in 4 dif5erent segments. During each segment, the InGaAs material was grown 

ushg cycles of 0.05 nm deposition fo ilo wed by a 5 sec As2 pause. During the first segment 
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Figure 1-2 

Dark field TEM picturcs of  sarnplc VI rwcalùig strain mtrast a r m d  the island l a p .  a) Plan view TEM 
showing the position and lateral size of the islands in the plane of the w i n g  laycr. b) Statisticr ai size 
and arcal density that am k extractcd tiom the plan-view TEM. c) Cross-section TEM of the m e  
sample clearly showing the thin ~ i n g  laya connccting Isis-shapcd island?. Courtesy of Dr. Rosa 
Lcon. 



the wofer was unmasked and a total of 3.5 monolayers of InGaAs material was deposited 

on its entire surfàce. The k t  edge of the rnask was then rotated 60" to cover part of the 

wafer and an additionai monoiayer was grown The rnask was rotated an additional 25" 

and one extra monolayer of material was grown. Finaüy, the rnask was again rotated by 

20" before a tinal monoiayer of InGaAs was g r o m  As a result, four different regions with 

InGaAs coverage ranging ffom 3.5 to 6.5 monolayers are obtained as show in Figure 1-3. 

M e r  the island layer growtb the rnask was removed &om the surface and the cap layer 

was grown In more deta& the growth parameters are described as foflows: The AS? 

pressure was kept at 9 x 1 0 ~  torr throughout the growth procedure. M e r  initial desorption 

of the oxide on the G- 100) substrate, the 6rst 100 nm of the GaAs buffer layer was 

grown at a substrate temperature of 520°C; at this point the temperature was nmped up 

to 560 O C  while the last 400 nm of the b d e r  layer was grown The deposition was then 

stopped for 30s while the temperature was decreased to 525°C. A 6.0 nm 1% !,Gao #,AS 

quantum weli layer was then grown. A 80 rn GaAs barrier iayer was then grown at 

525°C. at which point the sample temperature was ramped to 590°C to grow the last 20 

nm of the GaAs barrier. The growth was again paused for 60 sec and the temperature of 

the substrate was reduced to 525°C. The island iayer was then grown according to the 

procedure described above. The deposition was stopped and the mask took a period of 20 

sec to remove ffom the surface. Finally, a 30 nm GaAs cap layer was grown at the sarne 

temperature as the dots were grown. 

The sample studied here consisted of a 2x3 mm rectangular segment cut out of the 
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Illustration of the Ta mask position for the four diffaait phases of the straincd 
lnGaAs laycr growth. Diffcrcnt arnwnt of matmal depositcd arc obtaind in cach 
of the rcgicms defincd". 

region of the wafer where 6.5 monolayers of [no SGa 5As were deposited. This sample was 

cleaved into two approximately qua1 size pieces. one of which was used for optical 

experhnts presented in chapter V. The second piece was used to obtain structural 

characterization via a plan view TEM of the island layer as show in Figure 1-4. As can be 

determined from the TEM picture in Figure 1-4, the island areal density is 1 15 and 

thei. average diameter is 3 6 s  nm, which yields an areal coverage of 10%. Note that the 



Dark f i l a i  plan view TEM picturc of sample IR Carcful inspection of the figure allows us to detamine 
statistics ai the base radius prcsonted in the inxi of the figure. The areal island dcnsity is f m d  to be 
1 1 5*7 p-'. Coune~y of Dr. Rom Lam. 



statistics for both samples show a size distribution of about 10% around the rnean which is 

not the ideal situation, particularly for applications. Structurai properties of strained 

InGakWGaAs iayers have k e n  systematicaiîy studied separatel$'. 

Figure 1-5 s w m m i z s  the main structural properties of sample VI and iR. At the 

onset of this study, the electronic shell structure o f  carriers conhed in a strained island 

layer such as those presented in Figure 1-2 and 1-4 was not so weli known This explains 

why, up to this point in the present work these layers were not referred to  as "quantum 

wells", "quantum wires" or "quantum dots". The termino logy used will evolve throughout 

this thesis as  the properties of the electronic states are unveüed by experiments. 

Since one of the important goals of this work is to investigate the dimensionality of 

the bound states in self-assembled layers. the next chapter presents general background 

idormation about the different properties of carriers confineci in three, two, one o r  zero 

d imensio m. 
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II THEORY 

In this chapter. the basic ideas and concepts used to discuss the experimental results 

are introduced. Fira, the concept of dimensionality is presented by calculating the density 

of states for a few idealized structures. The dimensionality of the electronic states in the 

seif-assembled islands will be established by compatison with these idealized situations in 

the foUowing chapten. Next. as the TEM pictures revealed the lem-shaped f o m  of the 

self-asembled islands. the energy levek for carriers confineci in a lem-shaped structure are 

calcuiated for two dinerent limits: strong and weak iaterai confinement. in  the strong 

confinement h t .  it is shown that the lower energy levels are weU approxirnated by in- 

plane harmonic oscillator states. This result is used to calculate the spectnim of a lem- 

shaped quantum dot in a strong perpendicular magwtic fieid which reveals the symmetry 

of the electronic shells. Also. the selection d e s  for inter-band and inter-sublevel 

transitions in serniconductor quantum dots are obtained. Finally, the problem of a quantum 

weli with finite barrien is considered and related phenornenon are introduced. 

The envelope fiction approximatiodO will be used thmughout this chapter with cp 

denoting the total Bloch wavefunction of the carriers. Y the slowly varying envelope 

fùnction and p the rapidly varying atomic-like bction. The relation between these 

dEerent fùnctions is given by ~(7) = p(F)V(r).  In direct gap LLI-V compounds the 

conduction hand sheli is an s-iike sheil and the valence band is a glike shel13'. Thus. a 

naturd ba i s  for the rapidly varying part of the Bloch functions is obtained fkom atornic s 



and p wavefùnctions, numbering 8 in total. In principle other sheiis should be included in 

the basis as weil, but theu efféct is often srnail in UI-V semiconductors. The atomic-like 

part of the wavefunction is fàirly similar for ail III-V rnaterials, so that this part of the 

wavefunction is structure independent, provided oaly III-V compounds are present in the 

structure. 

On the other hand the envelope function is strongly stnicture dependent in the sense 

that its form varies considerably depending on the types of layers present in the sample. 

The remahder of the chapter therefore focuses on cakulating the envelope functions for 

the dflerent structures CO nsidered. 

II. I Density of states for idealized structures 

The advantages of structures with reduced dimensionality were briefly discusscd 

£kom an applied point of view in the introduction. From a bdamental point of view, the 

question is now: how is it possible to distinguish between these cU3erent structures in the 

laboratory? A key concept to answer this question is the density of states (DOS) which 

gives us  information about the nurnber of carrier states avaiiable per unit energy. This 

function provides a convenient way of sumrnarizing the effect of the stnictural parameters 

of a particular sample on its carrier states and it provides very usehi information for both 

calculat ion and experimental guidance. 

To illustrate its use, the DOS is cdculated for a few ideaiized stmctures as show on 

the lefl hand side in Figure II- la, b.c and d. Depending on the length d e s  involved (L, . 



& and L), the symmetricaiiy cubic çinicture wiU be called buk, quantum we4 quantum 

wire or quantum dot. The k s t  aep in calcuiating the DOS is to find the spectrurn of 

eigenenergies associated with each structure. If one considers the potential to be zero 

inside the structure and infinite outside (hard wall approximation), the Schrddinger 

equation can be written ui a way common to ail cases: 

A' O for0 < x, < L, 
--V*Y + W  = E Y ;  

V = { 2m Q othenvise 
II- l 

where m' is the effective mass of the particles in the material of the cube ; xv can stand for 

x.y or z and Lv cm stand for Lx . L, or L,. For a potentiai with a cubic symmetry. 

Cartesian coordinates are used and the problem is solve using separation of variables. 

lnside the cube. equation 11- 1 can be rearranged as 

and one simply has to solve three one-dimensional problems. The boundary conditions 

appiied to fïnd a final solution are given by 

y ( x v  = O) = Y(X, = L,) = O II-3a 

where the kt condition appiies to a side of the cube with "microscopicW dimension and 

the second condition is expressing cyclic boundary conditions used for a side with 

"macroscopic" length In order to write the boundary conditions 11-3 the origin was 



a) Bulk 

b) Quantum well 

c) Quantum wire 

d) Quantum dot 

Evolution of allowcd statcs in k-space as the dimensions of the structure are successivcly shrunk in each 
directions. Each time a new dimension becomes microscopie. the m a p o n d k g  direction of k-spacc 
shows disacte inaemcrrts of allowed statts. 



taken at one of  the corners of the cube as show in Figure LI-la Setting aii microscopic 

lengths equal to I and all macroscopic lengths qua1 to L. the wavefunctions which aie 

solutions to 11-2 are respectively given by 

where the former applies to a side of microscopic dimension and the Mer applies to a side 

of  macroscopic dimension. The total energy is given by 

tt2 
E = -(kf + kt + k') 

2m 

The solution n, = O has not ken inciuded since it would mean we have a solution with 

E = O in equation 11-1. Appiying boundary conditions of  the type U-3 would mean that 

the solution is Y = O which is trivial and unphysical. From the above. one can see that the 

spectrum of allowed values depends on the dimensions L, . L,, and L, so h t  the 

interpretation of results II 4 and U-5 will be dserent for each case presented in Figure II- 

1 .  

In the case o f  bulk material we have L, = L + ao so that solution I I4b  is valid in d 

directions and the complete solution is written 

r 

where the k, can be considered as a continuous index which cm take any real value as can 



be inferred fiom equation II-4b. To obtain N(k), the number of aIiowed states up to 

wavevector k one should fomaiiy perform an integration over the Fermi sphere of radius 

k. A less rigorous approach which gives the same result is to divide the volume of the 

Fermi sphere by the differential volume occupied by one state which yields 

4, Id3 
N ( k )  = 2- where a fxtor of two has been introduced to account for spin 

P d J  

degeneracy. We use the dispersion relationship of relation II-6b to obtain 

L~ * 3 
N ( E )  = (h E )  2 ,  and differentiation with respect to E yields the three- 

3x2ti3 

dimensional density of states 

This funct ion is cont inuous and increases monotonously so that more states are available 

at higher energies. 

The cube is now shrunk in the z-direction so that L, becomes equai to I .  a 

rnicroscopic dimension, and see how it affects the density of states. The complete solution 

for this quantum weU case is 

where equation II-8b is exactly the same as equation 11-6b except that we have replaced k, 

by its expression nx.1 to stress that it has becorne a discontinuous index. The Fermi 



sphere then contains a finite number of planes of ailowed states, each associated with a 

quantum nurnber n, as shown on the right hand side of Figure II- 1 b. To calculate N(k) one 

has to compute the nurnber of states in a plane and sum over aiî planes contained in the 

sphere. From Figure 11-2 one can easiiy see that the totai s u r k e  of the plane is given by 

z2(k2 - k:) and fforn the inset the area occupied by one state is given by (y)2. Using a 

similar reasoning as for the 3-dimensional case the total number of states up to energy E 

can be show to be given by 

and upon derivation with respect to E 

II- 1 O 

where O(E) is the heavyside fiuiction". Equation 11-10 Û very different in nature than 

equation 11-7 since we now have a discontinuous function that exhibits a senes of plateaus. 

Moreover, the energy spacing between the plateaus cm be tuned by changing the 

thickness of the rnicroscopic side of the sfab. 

Next, to obtain the quantum wire DOS, both L, and L, are shnink to microscopic 

dimensions so that there rernains ody one direction of macroscopic kngth. A sirnilar 

reasoning as for the 2D case yields 



II- 1 1 a 

Again. this function ù completely different than the 2D or 3D cases. The heavyside 

function is stiil present, but the DOS decreases as E"' instead of king constant between 

each energy step. Finally, for the case where ail dimensions are rnicroscopic the density of 

states becomes completely discrete and one can write 

Figure 11-2 

Plana of allowed states for the case of a quantum wcll. The radius of plane n. is given by 
I 2 

(k2 - k:)' and the différaitial ara -pied by esch state is shown to k (F) in the inset. 



II- 12. 

From the above discussion it is clear that the density of states becomes more and more 

discontinuou as the dimensionality of the structure decreases. indeed, the DOS in three 

dimensions proved to be a continuous fùnction whereas in the zero-dimensional case it 

becomes a discrete &iike function This conclusion is in tact independent of the Sape of 

the structure studied, as long as we compare a stmcture of rnacroxopic dimensions with a 

structure of microscopie dimensions. Figure 11-3 shows the density of states for the 

different dimensionalities according to the above resuits. 

Energy 

Figrin 11-3 

Daisity of states for structures of d iErnt  dimcnsimalitia 



To obtain a more concrete example, the density of states for the 6.0 nm QW of sample IR 

is calculated and compareci to the density of states obtahed when considering the islands 

of the strained iayer as quantum dots. Considering the case of the conduction band. ushg 

equation 11-10 with î = 6.0nm and m = 0.0665. one obtains the step-like hc t ion  shown 

in Figure 11-4 for the QW DOS. The factor L' bas been factored out to obtain the density 

of states per unit area in the plane. The DOS for the strained island is calculated nom 

discrete states with level spacing of 100 meV and degeneracy of 2,4.6 ... for the ground 

state, h excited state etc. The degeneracy level is mdtiplied by the dot areal density and 

a broadening of 3 5 meV is included to account for the size/composition inhomogeneity of 

the island population Cornparhg the two curves. one cm see that the total nurnber of 

available states is much higher in the QW Iayer than in the 'QD" layer. Thus, saturation 

effêcts should occur for lower carrier populations in the OD case than in the 2D case. 

Furthexmore, the "reai" dot layer does not show the discrete density of states typical of a 

single dot DOS. since a total of -Io6 dots is probed in a typical optical experiment. This 

problem can be solved by probing a srnall nurnber of dots. 

So f a  in this chapter the problem of defïning the boundary between 'hiacroscopic" 

and 'hiicroscopic" has been avoided. From our discussion it becomes apparent that the 

transition between those two length scales is a smooth one. and in k t  this issue has b e n  

addressed by many authon and some have show at least in principle. how this transition 

oc~urs'~ in real structures. The transition criteria involves the ratio of the 1.ength scale of 

the stnicture side denoted 1 .  to a length scde related to the barrier height 

b = h2/2m V . One starts to see quantum effects when the side o f  the structure is no ' 1 "  
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Cornparison of the conduaion band dmsity of -tes for the 2D and strained laya of sample IR 

more than two order of magnitude longer than the "barrier" length scaie ( I  = 1006). An 

almost complete crossover h m  one dimensiorÿility to another is obtained when the two 

length scales h o m e  of the same order of magnitude 1 * b . For example. in GaAs the 

Io w-temperature gap is given by 1 3 4  eV compared to 2.0 eV for a typical AlGaAs barmer. 

and taking the effective mass of the conduction band carriers of GaAs. mg = 0.0671~ one 

c m  estimate the transition length ( 1  .r lOOb ) to within a factor of two as 110 nm Other 

authon, adopting a different point of view, have taken the mean fke path of carriers as  

the critical length scaleJ4. Indeed, the reasoning presented in this chapter assumes that the 



carrier wavefunction rem* coherent throughout the whole length of the structure. This 

is not true for real structures since carriers experience scattering processes that destroy the 

phase coherence d e r  traveling an average distance given by the rnean fiee path. This 

wouid mean that quantized effects couid not be observed unless at least one dimension of 

the structure is shorter than the mean fke path 

To summarize this section, probing the density of aates of a given sample allows f i  r 

the determination of the dimensionaiïty of the confined states. For example, imagine a 

photo luminescence experiment performed for two different structures, one with a quantum 

weU and the other with a q u a n t d o t  active layer. The electron-hole pairs created in the 

quantum well are distributed over a continuum of aiiowed energy states accord@ to a 

aatistical Fermi distribution and the eMssion h e  is therefore expected to have a tinite 

linewidth which is dependent on both the excitation Uitensity and the lattice temperature. 

On the other hand, the &W<e DOS of a single dot means that its emission spectrum is 

given by a senes of infinitely sharp lines which could not show any broadening owing to 

excitation power or temperature. 

11.2 Energy LeveLs of o Lens Shaped Quantum Dot 

The discussion presented in the opening cbpter introduced the concept of self- 

assembled isiands without giving any details as to why this system is expected to show 

zero-dimensional properties. As was seen on the cross-sectional TEM picture of sample 

VI these structures are in fact a plane of lem-shaped discs on top of a thin quantum weU 



layer. Since the island is thicker than the underlying wetting layer, carriers are expected to 

localizr in these regions because of the lower energy of the z-bound aate. Also. these 

discs have a base diameter in the nanometer range and the lateral confinement is expected 

to play a role. To investigate this. the problern of an electron-hole pair trapped in an ideal 

lens-shape isiand is considered. The specifïc structure considered is made of a 

hernispherical cap of material A enclosed in a material B. as show in Figure 11-5. The 

Cross section view of the ideai lens-shaped dot ccmsidacd as the top of a hanisphaicd cap. The 
relationship behveen the diffaait variables used CO calculate the srrudural part of the mential arc shown. 
The magnetic field iine indicata the gannctcy of the problan caisidcruî in section 11-3. 



effective m a s  Hamiltonian of this systern is given by 

II- 13 

where E is the zero-kquency dielectnc constant of the semiconductor. and V (i$, ) is the 

potentiai due to the shape of the island and wiii be refened to as the structural t e m  The 

aim of this calculation is to build an expression of the eigenenergies for this structure in 

two ditferent Limits. the lirnit of strong confinement and the hnit of weak confinement. For 

strong confinement, the structural term dominates the Coulomb interaction and we 

therefore neglect correlation between the particles. The problern reduces to a one-particle 

effective-mas Schr6dinger equation 

for both electrons and holes. The results can be used to build a non-interacting basis set 

dropped for simplicity. knowing that the results can be applied to electrons or holes alike 

by simply using the appropriate effective rnass and band parameten. 

Next. a mathematical expression for V ( F )  consistent with the physical shape of the 

lem-shaped island must be found. Consider, as represented in Figure LI-6. a quantum well 

of thickness 6 which is transformed into a lens shaped dot of si& thickness at the 

center with radius at the base g. The dinerence in confinement energy (respectively given 

by Ez and L+EiI.) cornes fiom an exira lateral confinement which suggests that the 

potential Y(?)  can be sepmted in 



V(F)  = V ( z )  + V ( p )  

Quantum Well 

Quantum dot 

II- 15 

Change in confinement enagy as the structure gas fran a quantum 
weIl to a quantum dot shapc. The diffaaice bcrwaai the two cases 
cornes fiorn extra lateral confinement. 

where V ( z )  is simply the potential profiie of a quantum weil of thickness (, . To obtain an 

explicit form for V(p), the so-calleci adiabatic approximation3' is used. This method states 

that the po tential a part ide feels when moving in the x-y plane is given at eac h point by the 

ground state energy of a quantum wefl of equivalent thickness f (p) .  Such an 

approximation was also used in solving quantum wire problems36 with non-planar 

geometry. For simplicity, the hard wall approximation is used to calculate the explicit form 

of V(p), such that expression 11-10 for E, can be used. replicing I by I(p). The potentd 

then is 



and upon replacement of i(p) by the expression obtained tiom Figure 11-5, one obtains 

II- 17. 
h2n2 1 

Solving equation II- 14 with a potential of the form given by equations II-  15 and II-  

17 could be done numerically with very Little intuitive insight. Instead. a harmonic 

approximation can be obtained nom a Taylor series expansion of V(p): 

II-  18. 

b One very important parameter in seKasembled ishds is the aspect ratio A = - . Since 
Po 

this parameter is known to be fàirly small(4.2) for most material systems studied hereZ9. 

equation II-  18 can be re-written as : 

and the quaciratic term is therefore dominant if 

~ ' ( 3  + 5 ~ ~ )  p' P - << 1 or - << 0.8 for Az0.2 
2(1+ A Z ) ~  c PO 

and in this case equation II- 14 reduces to 

II-  19 



where 

This eigenvalue equation is now entirely separable into a square weii in the z-direction and 

a harmonic oscillaton in each of the x and y directions. The solutions for the quantum weU 

b o n d  state energies are given in equation II- 1 O while the solution of the harmonic 

oscillator can be found in the literature3': 

where the subscripts e(h) have been dropped for sirnplicity. The result applies for both 

band with the appropriate effective mass and fîequency (a). Equation 11-22 inchdes only 

the z ground state energy as  this proves to be sdfïcient for m s t  seif"assemb1ed i s h d  

systerns (Le. the islands are thin due to the k t  that the growth has to be aopped early in 

order to avoid dislocations). Result 11-22 impiies that there is no more energy continuum 

associated with the x and y directions since aii the parameters included in 11-22 are now 

m e .  A zero-dimensional energy spectnim has been obtallied and this conclusion holds 

even for structures with finite potential barriers. In this case expression II-8b cannot be 

used to link the energy levels of a square well with its width and a more complicated 

expression has to be used. However, it remains tme that the bound state energy increases 

smoothly with decreasing well width, and the lateral cordinement is stiii strong enough to 

produce zero-dimensional states. In this case quantitative results are obtained by fittLig the 



obtained fom of V(p) to the closest harmonie tùnction, or sllnpiy by solving the radial 

po tentiai nunieri~aliy'~. 

A quantitative criteria O f the validity of the harmonic approximation can be O btained. 

The Ieakage of the wavefunction is expected to be more important where the effective 

ihickness of the well is srnalier. near the edge of the dot. The hard waii approximation is 

there fore no t accurate for higher excited states since the presence pro bability near the 

edge of the dot increases with n For a harmonic oscillator the spatial uncertainty in any 

direction is given by iîx = 
I ,/(.++)- where f l =  is the well-known inverse 
B 

length scaie used to descni the harmonic osciilator wavefunction Using result 11-22. the 

spatial extension of the wavefunction can be estimated as a îùnction of n From the results 

presented in Table 11-1 it can be seen that the harmonie approximation produces 

acceptable resuits for the Iowest lying states since condition 11-20 is then respected. 

Extaision of the wsvefimctiori away tiom the m t c r  
of the dot as givm by the uncntainty cm the particle 
position for diffkrcnt cnergy Itveis. 



At the other end of the spectrum, the weak confinement limit is reached if the base 

radius is large mugh for the structurai terms of the potentiai in Hamiltonian II- 1 3 to be 

negligible, so that one is left with the weil known excitonic problem for which the 

eigenvalue equation can be wntten in ternis of the electron and hole position and 

The center of mass and relative postions and momenta can be used to sknplify this 

equation 

so that one can write 

where M' and are the total and reduced mass of the electron-hole pair respectively. 

This equation can be separated m a k e  particle Hamihonian for the center of m a s  

coordinates and a Hydrogen-Wte Hamiltonian for the relative coordinates so that the 

solutions for E are given by 



where the fkst term in II-25a reflects the center-of-rnass motion of the electron-hole pair, 

and the second term is a hydrogen-like spectnim due to the intemal degrees of fieeûom of 

the electron-hole pair. The "atorn" composed of an electron and a hale interacting via the 

Coulomb interaction with a s p e c m  given by II-25a is referred to as an exciton (thus the 

"'exc" superscript used in the left hand side of II-2Sa). The binding energy of the n= 1 

exciton relative to a fiee electron-hole pair at the band edge is often caiied the exciton 

Rydberg and its expression is given in II-25b. 

The weak confinement h t  reaiiy brings to light the effect of Coulomb interactions 

in semiconductor structures. However, coulombic interactions are a h  present in the 

strong confinement, but represent only a perturbation with respect to the structural term 

and the spectnun of eigenstates wiU simply be somewhat shifted by the Coulomb energies 

involved in the pro blem Thus. the concept of exciton is clearly d e h d  in bulk structures 

when one O btains a Hydrogen-iike s p e c d 8 ,  but this definition fiides in zero-dimensional 

structures since the excited States obsewed can be ascribed to a structurai origin rather 

than the Coulomb interaction. Moreover, excitons canno t be considered as king isolated 

and non-interacting when present in the same dot. In this case it is more accurate to think 

in terms of a "droplet" of interacting electrons and holes. 



11.3 Specttum of a Parabolie Dot in a W n g  Magnetic Field 

It was already pointed out in section 11-1 how a stmcture with zero-dimensional 

properties c m  be identsed by probing the density of states for various temperatures and 

excitation powen through the photoluminescence ernission spectrum. An aiternate rnethod 

to ascenain the zero dimensional nature of a structure is to look at its properties in a 

magnetic field. U d k e  a quantum weU the emission line of a two-dimensional parabolic 

quantum dot subject to a magnetic field perpendicular to the plane of the quantum dot (see 

Figure 11-5) should show a Zeeman spiining much iike that of atomic ''p" orbitais. This 

pro blem was fh discussed by ~ o c k ~ ~  and ~ a ~ r i n ' O  for the single-particle case and later 

extended to more complex situations by severai a ~ t h o r s " ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' .  FoNo wing the discussion 

of the previous section., the in-plane potential can be approximated by a paraboiic form for 

the case of lem-shaped dots and applying a magnetic field in the z-direction the in-plane 

single- part ic le Hamihonian can be expressed as3' 

where q and m' are the charge and effective mass correspondhg to the part icle studied, B 

is the magnitude of the magnetic field and a' is given by II -2 1 b. The f k t  two ternis have 

been obtained with a vector potential of the fonn 2 = -i + f Bxj, for a magnetic field 

in the z direction. Expanding the squares in the &st two tenns and rearranging yields 



with m = q ~ / m *  the cyclotron fkquency and a new oscikator Bequency given by 

The first two t e m  of equation 11-27 are just the bmmnic oxillator equation o f  

fiequency R while the last term contains the z-component o f  the angular momenturn and 

is in fact a Zeeman interaction term. This suggests writing the Hamiltonian in ternis o f  the 

cucularly po iarized creation-annihilation operators 

where p= dm> / A has been introduced for clarity. The Hamiltonian then takes on the 

fonn 

H = AR, (afa, + i) + M2-(&- + f) II-30a 

nom which one cm immediately write the energy spectnim of the eigenstates 

The result 11-31 can be compared to 11-22 where the energy quanta o f  different 



polarkation were degenerate. This degeneracy k Lifteci by the magnetic field which tunes 

the energies of the quanta with dinerent circular polarization and one should note that the 

energy will be raised for one of the polarizations whiie it wiU be lowered for the other. 

This Zeeman type of interaction O btained in the case of haraonic oscillators is in contrast 

with the case of an electron-hole pair trapped in a quantum weU for which the energy is 

increased by the application of a perpendicular magnetic field". For the special case of an 

in-plane parabo tic confinement, this provides an alternative way to determine X the sheii 

structure of the energy levels is consistent with zerodimensional states. 

11.4 Selectîon rules for electron transitions 

Selection d e s  for radiative transitions are readily accessible m the literatw for buk 

and Q W semiconductor Such is not generaiiy the case for quantum wire and 

quantum dot structures. Given theu importance for the interpretation of experimental 

results. selection niles are obtauied here in the context of free electron-hole pairs (band- 

to-band transitions) for the cubic structures of Figure U-l for ail dimemionalities. Then, 

foilowing that example the more relevant case of a lem-shape dot is considered Phonon- 

asshed transitions wili also be considered a s  phonon emissiodabsorption plays an 

important role in carrier dynarnics for serniconductor structures. Abo. similar selection 

d e s  for phonon and photon-assjsted transitions are discussed in the case of excitons. 



The photon-assisted transition rate between a given initial and final state can be 

derived in quantum mechanics eom Fermi's golden d e 4 '  when considering the effit  of a 

time-varying electric field of fkquency o on the syaem The transition rate between an 

occupied non-degenerate initial state l i )  and an empty non-degenerate final nate 1 f) is 

given by: 

where stimulated ernission has been considered ( E, > E, ) and h o  is the energy of the 

emitted photons. V is the spatial amplitude of the Harniltonian perturbation due to the 

tirne-vqing electric field. In the electric dipole approximation V reduces to" 

where F is the amplitude of the electric field, r ~ 4 )  is the f?ee electron M. È the incident 

electric field polarization and P is the electron rnomentum In equation 11-32 the argument 

of the &hction expresses the condition of energy conservation. Other conditions for 

dowed interband transitions are obtained &om the rnatrix element of V between the 6nai 

and initial states. Writing J i )  and 1 f )  in tenns of atomic-like and envelope fûnction 

yie1bt9 

(f Iz"P(i) = ~ @ ( P , I P ( P , ) ( Y ; I ~ ~ )  11-34 

where (p , )  ( I p , ) )  is the atomic Bloch function for the electron in the initial state (£inai 



state) and 1 Y,) ( 1  Y;)) is the electron envelope f'unction in the initial (final) state. The tust 

term on the right hand sidr of equation 11-34 gives the selection d e s  reiated with the Iight 

poiarization while the second term is the overlap integrai between the initial and final 

aates. As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, the atomic-like part of the Bloch 

hc t ion  is simikir for ail III-V materials and the polarization selection d e s  are structure 

(i.e. dimensionaiity) independent. On the other hand the envelope tllnctions are structure 

dependent and selectior? d e s  have to be build for each case. 

For carriers confined in cubic stmctures. the envelope fùnctions are given by 

equations 11-4 

where the functions on the right apply to a side of macroscopic dimension and the 

functions on the Ieft side apply to a side of microscopie dimension Note that in 11-35, the 

hole wavevector is taken as the opposite of that of the electron absent fkom the valence 

band. Upon integration one obtains the foilowing selection d e s  

h k: =- k, II-36a 

e A nr = nY II-36b. 

where the f k t  condition applies for macroscopic side directions for which a nnooth 

dispersion relationslip is obtained, and the second condition applies to strongly confxned 

directions. Note that in selection rule II-36a the photon wawvector is neglected. Equation 



II-36a means that electronic radiative transitions have to be vertical in k-space, whde II- 

36b restricts those transitions to States with sarne sub-band index. 

In the case of lens-shaped ishds. quantum dot wavefunctions have to be used. 

which for the tirst few leveis can be approximated by in-plane hannonic fwictions. ïhe 

lengthscaleoftheseeigenfûnctionsaregiven by A/m,,,,m and usingequationsI1-21b ( 1; 
this length scde is found to be which is the same for both electrons and 

holes. This means chat the set of envelope tùnctions describing carriers in both bands is 

exact ly the same. Taking into account only one bound state in the z direction the selection 

d e s  are given by the overiap integrals 

and since these functions form a basis set, they are orthogonal and the selection d e s  are 

h h n: = n, O n: = n ,  11-38 

A s i m .  argument codd be made conceming selection d e s  for phonon-assisted 

transitions. In this case the atomic displacement of the ions in the crystal create a local 

electric dipole field v i i i n g  at the same hquency as the involved phonon. The main 

Merence is that the phonon itself now c h e s  a momentum 4 that has to be considered. 

Considering only the case of phonon ernission, one can wnte the selection rules as 

E, = E, - A u ,  II-39a 

- 4 

k; = k,' - II-39b 

To illustrate the difference between photon- and phonon-induced transitions. we f h t  



Io O k at an example O f phono n dispersion relat io ns hip for a O ne-dimensio nd semico nduc t o r 

crystal with two atoms in the primitive ce4 as show in Figure ii-7. The acoustic branch 

corresponds to atomic displacement waves for which the atom of a given primitive cefl 

move in phase, whereas for the optical branch theu phase is opposite, as show in the 

insets of the figure. One of the important features suggested by the graph is the weak 

dependence of the energy of optical phonons on their momentum This feature holds tnie 

for materials for which the interaction between ions of a same primitive cell is much 

stronger than that for ions of dinerent primitive cells. In three dimensional lattices each 

branch accepts several polarkation for the displacement field and we O btain several curves 

for each brancb but the qualitative form of the dispersion relationships ternain the same 

within a given branch Figure 11-8 sumarkes the possible phonon- and photon-assisted 

Optical Branch 

Acoustic Branch 

Dispasion relatimship fa phmons in a unidimensional crystal with two atoms in thc 
primitive œil. In the upper optical branch the phonais camy an amount of aisgy which 
has a wtak dependaice cm q and is non-zero at q 4 .  



transitions for structures with at least one direction of continuous dispersion (electrons in 

a b& weil or wire) and in a cubic quantum dot. In the £ k t  case, inter-band transitions 

are very easily mediated by photons which can take any energy. but according to equation 

II-36a this transition has to be vertical in k-space (the wavevector ascribed to the hole is 

minus the wavevector of the promuteci electron). For semiconductors. phonon-rnediated 

inter-band transitions are forbidden in first order since even the optical phonon energies 

are much srnalier than the bandgap. For example in GaAs the optical phonons have an 

energy of approxirnately 36 meV compared to a bandgap of 1.4 eV at room temperature. 

Lntra-band transitions are more iikeiy to be phonon-assisteci since transitions cannot be 

vertical in k-space and small energy steps are ailowed. The same reasoning applies to 

quantum boxes. but with one difference. Since the dispersion relationship is now 

discontinuous it is iikeiy that phonon assisted intra-band transitions are forbidden to tirst 

order, for example if the smaiiest energy dserence is greater than the optical phonon 

energies. or if it fdis in the phononic gap of Figure 11-7. This restricted phonon relaxation 

rate for intra-band transitions is often referred to as the phonon bottleneck. Some authors 

have invoked such an effect to account for the poor luminescence intensity observed in 

some early low-dknensional and the debate about this issue rernains an 

important one. 

Finally, it should be mentioned that intra-band and in te r -W transitions can be 

mediated by carrier-carrier (ex. Auger) scattering. For exarnple, an electron in an excited 

quantum dot state cm relax to the ground state by givhg its extra energy to an electron in 

neighboring materiai. 
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Illustration of electron transitions. a) In a structure with at ltan one m a c r q i c  direction. Photon- 
assineci transitions are vatical and gencrally inter-band wheraci phonon-assistcd transitions are generally 
non-vertical and intra-hd. b) Fos zadimensionsl structures thc situation is similar excrpt that intra- 
band phonon transitions ean be forbiddai if the miailest enugy diffasicc is highcr than the optical 
phonon energics. This phmcm bottlaidc effcct is aanpiified for a condudon-band transition in the OD 
case. Sinœ a single p h m m  enagy crinnot match the inta-level spacing, multi-phmm transitions arc 
highcr order and thuefotc slowcr. 

The presence of Coulomb interaction between the electron and hole States modifies 

the band-to- band picture presented in the previous section The calculations invo lving 

Coulomb interactions in quantum dots is stU a matter of discussion at this tirne, and the 

models usually require tedious calculations. Discussing excitonic effects for the various 

dimensionalities is therefore beyond the scope of this work. However. bulk exciton 



properties are weii docurnented in the Merature and some of these resuits wiii be usefid as 

a basis for cornparisons with the resuits of the present work. Figure 11-9 presents the 

dispersion relationship obtained for buik excitons, as per equation U-25. A series of curves 

is obtained for each value of a and eventualiy a continuum of electron- ho le pairs is 

obtained. The binding energy for buik excitons is of the order of 5 a e V  in GaAs (fiom 

equation ii-25). The selection d e s  for radiative transitions are given by 

AE = ho, 
R* ' n=2 *a phonon assisted 

A 

transition 

photon assisted 

b 

transition 

Dispasion rclatimship fa an exciton state shown dong one of the thra axes of 
quantization. For cach value of n a ncw curve is obtained. 



where the photon wavevector is neglected in II-40a, and E,  is the semiconductor 

bandgap. The equivdent set of d e s  for phonon emission assisteci transitions is 

4 CM = K;, - 4  

hECDC = -Amq 

Where q is the momentum camed by the phonon 

An interesthg remark about the dtspersion relationship presented in figure 11-9 

combined with the above selection d e s  is that it gives rise to a set of narro w emission (or 

absorption) lines below the bandgap with a FWHM independent of temperature and 

excitation intensity. Indeed. let us assume a low exciton density is present so that only the 

edge of the s l  dispersion c w e  is populated. If the temperature is raised rnoderately. 

only non-radialive high center-O f-mas States are populated and the emission iine is not 

broadened. In this case however, the intensity of the ernitted luminescence is quenched 

even at very low temperatures. For simikir reasons. raising the Fermi level (higher exciton 

concentration) does not cause broadening of the exciton he. However, the above 

selection rdes have neglected acoustic phonon s c a t t e ~ g ,  and it has been shown that the 

homogenous linewidth of an exciton is broadened as the temperature is raised due to 

exciton-acoustic phonon interactions5'". 

A h ,  at higher temperatures and higher Fermi levels the radiative decay rate of the 

exciton population is considerably slowed down as most carriers are forced to dweil in 



non-radiative high momentum states. This should be reflected in t h-resolved 

experinknts as a longer effective carrier lifetirne. 

II. 5 Finite potentid bottier and related eflects 

In order to simplify the discussioh only idhite potential barriers were considered so Far. 

In real semiconductor structures the M e r  material has a hite  bandgap and consequemly 

the M e r  heights are hite. Figure 11-1 O shows the potential profile obtained when a thin 

Layer of low-gap semiconductor is surrounded by a high-gap semiconductor materiai. E r  

and E: are the energy gap of the Q W and barrier material respectively so that the total 

band discontinuity is given by Us= E: - Er . Q. and Q, are the conduction band and 

valence band o k t  respectively, and the conduction (valence) band discontinuity is given 

by Y; = Q, @AEg (Y,' = Q, .S*). 

A fkst consequence of finite band discontinuities is that for the same well widih the 

bound state energies are changed with respect to the infinite band discontinuity case. The 

syrnmetry of the finite weii problem is exactty the same as that of the infirute weil 

considered in section II- 1, and the Hamiltonian can be separated in the s a m e  way dong the 

axis directions. For x and y the welî layer has macroscopic dimensions so that the solution 

in these directions are exactly the same as those given in equation II-4b, provided the 

potential is taken to be zero in the weli layer: 



However. in the z direction the problem reduces to 

Figure 11-10 

Band profile fa a quantum wcll with finite bamas. The carrias can escape the 
wcll region by thamionic mission. 



where Y, is finite and the effective m a s  is now z-dependent because the weil and barrier 

effective masses are in principle not the same. Since the energy step is now finite. the 

carriers c m  penetnte the barrier and boundary conditions II-3a are no longer valid. The 

Ben Daniel-duke modelS3 provides a new set of boundary 

discont inuities. The hctions 

conditions for finite band 

11-44 

are continuous at the interfices. Using these conditions the envelope function in the z 

direction as weii as the bound state energies can be cakulated. I t  is not possible to O btain 

an explicit expression for the bound aate energy as a fhction of 1 . the well thickness. 

However. an explicit expression for [ (E , )  is reported in the iiteniture" 

* * 
where m, and m, are the effective m a s  of the carrier in the well and barrier matenal 

respectively. V, is the band discontinuity and n, is the subband index. Equation 11-45 

applies to bo th the conduction and valence band provided the corresponding effective 

masses and band discontinuities are used. This resdt c m  be used to improve the method 

presented in section U.2. Expression 11-45 is used to calculate E ) )  and 

V ( p )  = EQw(l(p)) - E&, ) for several values of p . The numencal form of the lateral 

potential thus O btained can be ntted to a hannonic fùnction or solveâ numerically. This 

method will be used in chapter V to mode1 sample IR 



A second consequence of finite band discontinuities is that carriers can now escape 

the confïned region by thennionic emission The number of carriers in the bound state can 

be seen to result fiom a cornpetition between a capture and an emissiori rate. As the 

temperature is raised, creating a dense phonon population in the lanice, the probabiîity per 

unit tirne for a carrier to absorb phonons and be emitted above the barrier is greatly 

enhanced. As a result, the intensity of ernitted light is quenched for higher temperatures 

according to an exponential law of the form 

where c and a are adjustable parameters, EA is the activation energy and keT is the 

thermal energy. The activation energy corresponds to the mLumal energy necessary to 

promote carriers to unbound energy levels. in the case of electrons in the weil of Figure 

II- 1 0. E ,  = Y,' - @ . The onset to observe sigrilfiant themionic emission depends on 

both a and EA. The process of thennionic emission is represented in Figure II- 1 O for an 

electron in the conduction band and a hole in the valence band where the arrows 

symbo lize the emission abo ve the M e r .  

In the fint section of this chapter the density of States for structures of daerent 

dimensionalities was introduced. It was found that the DOS evolves fiom a srnooth 



hinction in 3D to a completely discretized function in OD. The effect of this evolution on 

experirnental resuhs was discussed; in a quantum dot. the absence of an energy continuum 

Unplies that the PL emission iine is w t  broadened by an increase in temperature or 

excitation power. This is in contrast with the case of a 1D. 2D or 3D structure. Aiso. 

saturation effects such as populating excited states occurs for lower carrier densities in a 

quantum well layer compared to a quantum dot layer. 

Ln the second section. the ideal lem-shaped island was modeled using the adiabatic 

approximation. in the strong confinement limit ( Coulomb iraeraction neghgible), the 

lower energy states were described as quantum weii states in the z direction and hmonic 

States in the x and y directions. 

Next. the energy spectrum of the islands subject to a magnetic field perpendicuiar to 

the plane of  the i shds  was obtained. It was found that the field partially lifts the 

degeneracy of the higher energy sheh, with a high proportion of states M i n g  towards 

lower energies. This is not typical of what is obsewed in quantum weik for which the 

electronic states shif? to wards higher energies under application o f a perpendicular field. 

This dEerence of magneto-properties between quantum w e k  and Lens-shape dots provide 

an alternate way of revealing the OD nature of the bound states in a specific type of 

quantum dots. 

In view of the wide use of opticai experiments in this work, the radiative select ion 

rules were discussed in section 4. In the hard w d  approximation for kns-shaped dots, the 

selection d e s  obtained f?om Fermi's golden d e  imply that raâiative transitions are 

observed ody between valence band and conduction band states with the same set of 



quantum nurnbers. Also. phonon-assisteci transitions and Auger transitions were 

introduced in view of later discussions on carrier dynamics. The concept of phonon 

bottleneck was introduced in that context. 

Finally, the quantum well with finite barrien was introduced. Two main 

consequences were mentioned: 1 - the bound state energies have to be caiculated with a 

dflerent formula than in the infinite barrier case 2- thennionic emission out of the weii 

region is now possible. 



III Experimental methods 

In this chapter the optical probing techniques used to characterize our samples are 

presented. Photoluminescence. tirne-resolved photoluminescence and up-conversion 

measurements are discussed. The characterist ics of the different set-ups are discussed. 

III. I Photduntl'nescence 

According to the selection d e s  presented in the previous chapter, if an electron is 

presem in the conduction band it c m  recombine radiatively with a hole state in the valence 

band. If enough recombination events occur in a given layer. important idionnation is 

obtained by mapping the luminescence intensity as a function of  energy (or wavelength). 

This spectroscopie expexïment is referred to as photoluminescence if the carriers are 

UUtially prornoted to the conduction band using a Light source. 

Figure ILI- l shows a schematic of a modem photoluminescence set-up. Under the 

perturbation caused by the impinging light beam (usually a laser). the sample produces 

luminescence that is collecteci and steered to the enmce  siits of a spectrorneter. The Light 

spectnim is then dispersed by a grating and each wavelength is subsequently focused ont0 

a different position on the detector surfàce. If the detector is position-sensitive, a specmun 
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Standard far field photoluminacaicc a<paimcnt. Figure a) shows a rcpresaitatim of al1 the axnponaits 
involved in a modan set-up Part b) and c) Jhow the sample rcactim unda the acîim of the excitation 
source for a bulk and a quantum dot rcspcftively. 



is acquired in parallel by simply feeding the intensity detected as a function of 

position to a computer. If the detector is position-insensitive. an exit slit is used to select a 

narrow wavelength range. The intensity of emission at this wavelength is measured and 

fed to the computer. The gratings of the spectrorneter are then rotated to select a new 

wavelength and the process is repeated untii the desùed spectnun is obtained. The latter 

type of PL experiments will be called scanning spectrorneter PL. as opposed to parallel 

detection PL obtained with position-sensitive detectors. 

Figure ILI- 1 b shows, in k-space, the chah of events triggered by the absorption of a 

photon in a bulk structure. First, an electron is ' terticdy" promoted to the conduction 

band at the instant of absorption If the energy of the photons a h r b e d  is higher than the 

bandgap. the electron and hole are created with some excess kinetic energy. The carriers 

will themialize to the band edgeJ5 by opticai phonon emission and subsequently recombine 

radiatively to emit a photon of lower energy. The obtained spectruxn wodd show an 

emission h e  at an energy roughly equal to the bandgap with a fùil width at half maximum 

strongly dependent on temperature and excitation intensity because of the conthuous 

dispersion relat ionship. 

For a quantum dot sarnple. severai dEerent excitation schemes are possible. For 

non-resonant excitation the c h e r s  are created in the M e r  m a t e 4  usually a bulk 

structure. While thermaiization to the band edge occurs, the carriers dinuse aear a 

quantum dot; at this point they must relax h m  a continuum to the discrete States of the 

quantum dot. As discussed previously, in this case phonon relaxation could be slowed 

down due to the phonon bottleneck effect. Figure III- lc shows, in k-space, the chah of 



events produced by non-resonant excitation in a quantum dot sample. For resonant 

excitation the situation is similar except the iaser energy is set to be in resonance with an 

excited quantum dot transition. Irrespect ive of  the excitation scheme useâ, in the case of 

quantum dots. the luminescence resulting fiom transitions between discrete energy states 

should have an extremely narrow Linewidth 

A h .  it is often ditticuh to probe a single quantum dot in a luminescence experiment. 

For example, consider the case of the strained layer in sample VI with an isiand areal 

density of 200 pn". The impinging laser bearn is focused to a circu1a.r spot on the sarnple 

surface with typical diameter of 50 pm, thus probing a population of -106 islands. 

Assuming the DOS inside each island is Gfunction like. the resulting spectnim can stiii 

have a signiscant linewidth if' each dot emits at a different energy due to inhomogeneous 

broadening factors such as s ~ c o m p o s i t i o n  fluctuations or dinerent strain distri'butions. 

nie homogeneous hewidth is revealed if one probes a srnall number of quantum dots 

such that their emission energy is weii separateci. For this thesis, photoluminescence 

experiments probing a large number of quantum dots are referred to as macro- 

photoluminescence (micro-PL), w M e  those probing a small ensemble of quantum dots are 

referred to as micro-pho toluminescence (micro-PL). 

As an example of such photoluminescence experirnents on quantum dot ensembles, 

Figure 111-2 presents the spectra obtained when probing a self-assembled island sample 

with structural properties sunilar to those of sample VI. The macro-PL spectnim obtained 

when exciting the sample with a hi& power density of 300 w/cm2 over a large surface 

area of 2x1 O' pd is shown on the leA hand side. Two peaks are observed in the 
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Example of photoluminescence spcctrum ubtained km a self-assanbld island sample. a) High excitation 
PL specaum obtainal whai probing an area of a b u î  5% 10' pm': we refa to t h e  arpcrimmts as macre 
PL. b) PL specaum h i n a d  aRer depositing a thin gold film with maIl 3 pm2 transparent windows on 
the surfixe; such mpcrirncnts are referrd to as micr*PL. The diffaence betwcen h c  hvo specaa is 
interpreted as a change in the sizc of the quantum dot population probcd. 

spectrum The d e r  nanower ernission iine at -2.0 eV is ascribed to Light emission 

originating tiom the AlGaAs M e r  since its energy closely corresponds to the bandgap oc 

that material. Therefore, the broader emision band at - 1.91 eV is ascribed to ernission 

f h m  the strained AlInAs layer. This lower energy line is broader than the buik ernission 

fiorn the AiGaAs and the Glike density of States is not reveaied by this macro-PL 



experiment . 

To perform a micro-PL experiment on the sample, a thin gold film was deposited on 

the sample surfàce and mail (-3 pn diameter) transparent windows were obtained by 

standard la-O ff techniques of the gold layer. This reàuces the number of isiands pro bed to 

approximately -lo3. The spectnim obtained fkom thk experiment is presented on the right 

hand side of Figure 111-2. A senes of ultra-narrow emission lines is obtained revealing the 

htrinsic homogeneous ernission iinewidth (-300peV) of individual isiands. In view of this 

the broad ernission band of the rnacro-PL experiment is interpreted as the convolution of 

inhomogeneousiy broadened quantum dots emitting at different energies because of size 

fluctuations, composition fluctuations, stroin distniution fluctuations. etc. This 

population-size dependence of the PL emission spectnim was one of the fkst evidence of 

the zero-dimensionai nature of self-assembled ishds reported in the literature5'. 

In the next sections. two distinct and complementary PL set-ups are described. Each 

of these is associated with a particular time-sensitive optical measurement technique. 

namely tirne-correlated single photon countïng and up-convenion, which will be descnbed 

dong with the experimental apparatus. 

III.2 Imuging tube set-up and time-correkuted single photon counting 

The origînaiity of this nrst system, presented in Figure UI-3, resides in the fact that 

the traditional pho tomultiplier tube (used for single photon counting) has been replaced by 

an imaging photomuitiplier tube (LPMT)" which can resolve the position of a photon 



hitting its d c e  to within 60 j.un both k~ the x and y directions. The detector can be used 

m severai dserent modes. For example, in the £irst mode a PL spectnim can be acquued 

in paralle1 by integrating ail the photons within the sarne vertical (y) dot. Knowing that the 

detector has a one inch radius opticaiiy active surface and that the Light is king dispersai 

by a 0.75 m focal length double spectrorneter with 1200 grooves/mm gratings. the 

wavelength range detected across the surface is calculated to be 12.2 nm The spectral 

resolution of our set-up is then given by (12.2 nrn X 60 pm / 1.0 inches = ) 0.0305 nrn 

which translates into an energy resolution of about 100 peV at a wavelength of 600 nm 

The multi alkali photocathode is sensitive in the range 400-900 nm This set-up in the PL 

mode was used to obtain the spectnim of Figure 111-2. The laser system used for PL 

experiments consists of a CW &'-ion Iaser pumping a coherent c-599 dye laser with 

DCM dye emitting continuously in the range 61 0-690 nm In the case of Figure 111-2. ody 

the argon laser was used. 

In the second mode, the IPMT is used to obtain a tirne-dependence of the ernission 

intensity. This type of experiment Û called tirne-correlated single photon counting. 

commonly refemed to as tirne-resdved photoluminescence (TRPL). In Figure 111-3. the 

two-stage excitation source consists of a YAG puised laser emitting 100 ps pulses at 532 

nm used to pump a coherent dye laser mode1 790 w d  with a rhodamine 640 dye which 

provides output pulses tunable between 620-690 nm of typically 10 ps dunition at a 

repetition rate of 4 MHZ'~. In the experiment, a small hction of the light puise train is 

sent to an avaianche photodiode (ND) and acts as a trigger for a t h  to amplitude 

converter (TAC). The rernainder of the pulse train is sent on the sarnple as the excitation 
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source. A low temperature cryostat combmed with a heater and temperature controuer are 

used to keep the sample at a stable temperature between 4.2 and 300 K. Each time a pulse 

hits the sampie. a time varying light output wiil be produced and part of it will be coliected 

and steered into a double spectrometer. The tirst photon detected by the IPh4T triggers 

the TAC to start counting and the next laser puise that hits the APD stops the counting. 

The tirne ditference is sent to the computer which wiil then add one count in the 

conespondmg time dot. Repeating this process until satisfjmg statistics have been 

obtained aliows us to build a tirne-dependent spectrum rnapping the reaction of the sarnple 

with a typicai temporal resolution of the order of 100 ps. 

Finaiiy, an Unportant capability of the TRPL system with an IPMT is tbat the signal 

can be electronically gated. ïhe analog output signal of the IPh4T containhg the x and y 

positions is processed by a position computer which d o w s  the user to electronicaiiy gate 

the signal. Any rectangular surface of the detection cathode can be selected as king the 

active regios ignoring any event occurring outside the selected area. To illustrate the use 

of this gating technique. consider the spectnim of Figure 111-2 where two distinct emission 

bands are detected at 1.91 and 2.0 eV respectively. To isoiate the properties of the 

quantum dot band for example, the detcctor is gated arouml the region where the photons 

of this emission iine hit the surface of the detector. 

The two rnost severe restrictions of the TRPL set-up d e s c r i i  above are its tirne 



response and its spectral range. It is not possible to study samples that emà outside the 

range of 400-900 nm, nor is it possible to probe phenomena with tknescales shorter than 

about 100 ps. For applications on the picosecond timescale or in the & - r d  range. an 

upconversion set-up is use& schematifally shown in Figure 111-4. 

The sample is kept at a constant temperature between 4.2 and 300 K in a He-flow 

cryostat with a heater and a temperature controiier. Any of the laser sources available can 

be used as an excitation source. depending on the pparticular experiment performed. 

For upconversion experiments, the laser output is split in two branches. one of 

which is directed to the sample, the other one king sent through a delay stage. As a 

reaction to the impinging Light puises. the sarnple emits the-var* luminescence. This 

light is coilected and focused ont0 a nonlinear crystai, in this case made of Lithium Iodate 

(LilO,). spatially overlapping the laser light pulses coming from the delay stage. The La03 

is placed on a rotating plate so as to satise phase-matching conditions. If the two beams 

have no temporal overiap the light output of the crystai will simply be at wavelengths 

given by A,, and A the laser and sample PL wavelength. However. if there is a 

temporal overlap between the two pulses, the crystal wiU also show a ligh output at a 

wavelength given by the sum of the fiequency of the two input beams. In other words the 

two photons interacting in the non-linear crystal are upcanverted to produce higher 

energy output photon. The relationship between the input and output wavelengths is given 

by 

III- 1. 
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Schcmatics of the set-up uscd for up-convasion experimcnts. 



In actual experiments. the detection wavelength is set at A, so that a signal is obtaineà 

oniy when the iaser puise and the sample's IuITilnescence overlap ternpody on the La03 

crystal. In other words, the laser pulse and the crystal act as a temporal gate for the 

lumuiescence cornhg fiom the sample. A signal proportional to the sarnple luminescence is 

transmitted only for a t h e  window equivalent to the laser pulse. The delay stage is used 

to Vary the time delay between the "gate" (laser pulse) and the sample luminescence. Thus. 

the intensity of the luminescence can be obtained for several ciifFetent time windows. 

Figure 111-5 presents an example of up-converted spectnim for a given time deky. The 

Ga& emission ( - 820 nm) of sample iR is focused on the crystai and overlapped with the 

laser emission at 64 1 . 1 nm The result ing PL -3 66 nm is detected in paralie1 with the CCD 

army detector and a quasi-Gaussian iineshape with FWHM of -2 nm is obtained. This 

linewidth depends on phase matching conditionss9 and corresponds to a 1 0 nm (- 1 7 meV) 

bandwidth that is transmitted through the crystal. The area under the curve is proportionai 

to the sample's luminescence at a corresponding t he .  

The CCD array can a h  be used to obtain CW PL spectra of samples in the 300- 

1 O00 rn range using a parailel detection scheme with a window range of 1 2.1 6 nrn over 

1024 pixels when using a 600 g rovedm grating. Assuming one canwt resolve a line 

sharper than 3 pixels this means the detector spectral resolution is of the order of 0.035 

nm which translates to an energy resolution of 122 peV at 600 nm 

FinaUy. a liquid nitrogen cooled Ge detector incorporateci in a scanning spectrometer 

acquisition scheme can be used to obtain C W PL spectra of samples emitting in the 800- 

1 700 nm range. A spectral resolution of -0.1 nm is O btained for 600 @mm 
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gratings with enhance and exit slits open to 150 pm. 

III. 4 Rate-equatîôn mudel 

As an example of the type of spectnim o w  expects to obtaUi fiom the t h -  

dependent measurements. let us consider the situation of Figure III-6 whch depicts the 

carrier dynamics in a szngle quantum weii. in what foiiows. the dynamics is discussed uI 

1 
terms of "rates" ( y ), but is ofien discussed in t e m  of "Lifetime" s where y = -. 

r 

The process starts when an electron-hole population is cnated in the bamer material 

which &er thermalization to the band edge. is captured in the quantum wek For 

sirnpiicity, equai capture rates y, are assumed for the electrons and the holes. At this 

point. the carriers can recombine radiatively at a rate y , ,  or non-radiatively at a rate y, ( 

in the figure the non-radiative process is represented as thermionic emission ). The 

electron-hole population in the weii as a function of time is obtained by solving the 

foilowing set of equat ions: 

where Nb and N, are respectively the M e r  and weii electron-hole population 



Example of carria dynarnia for a oncdirncnsional quantum weil. Only the 
carriers which recombine radiatively are dacctcd. 

and the intensity of emission as a function of time is simply given by I = y J, which 

yields 

III -4 

Ln many cases the capture rate is rnuch faster than the decay rate and one obtains 

- 7 r ~ o ( e - ( 7 e  +7 -  P 1, - 1 111-5. 

Thus, in most cases the time-dependent ernission observed kom TRPL or up-conversion 



experiments shows a fàst rise and a slower single-exponential decay. This is the situation 

represented in the inset of Figure 111-5. 

In generai, the rise tirne is associated with the capture rate and the decay t h e  is 

reiated to carrier Metirne in the level probed. However. care must be taken when assigning 

the decay t h e  to the Lifetime. Equation 11-4 clearly shows that the lineshape is symmetric 

with the interchange of the total decay rate (y ,  + y , )  md the capture rate ( y , ) .  The 

fàster and slower rates are therefore respectively associated with the rke tirne and the 

decay time of the luminescence intense. 

In this chapter, the three measurement techniques uçed to probe the self-assembled 

islands were introduced. Fim. photoluminescence experiments were discussed and a 

distinction between dEerent types of photolumLKscence was made. Macro-PL 

experirnents were shown to be a usehi tool to probe the inhomogeneous properties of 

Large ensembles of quantum dots. On the other hmd, Micro-PL experiments probing a 

srnall nurnber of quantum dots revealed the homogeneous properties of "single" quantum 

dots. 

Two distinct set-ups were then introduced, each associated with a specific type of 

tirne-dependent experiment, on top of their steady state PL capabilities. 

Th-correlated single photon counting set-up is implemented using an imaging tube 

(IPMT) which possesses the usefid ffeature of electronic signal gating. The detector is 



sensitive in the 400-900 nm range. PL spectra cm be accumulateci ushg a pardel 

accumulation scheme with a total range of 12.2 nm and a resolution of 0.03 nm Fuially. 

the-resolved spectra can be obtained with a time resolution of - 100 ps. 

The up-conversion set-up is cornplementary to the IPMT set-up. Better the  

resolution is O btained ( 10 ps) at the expense of dynamic range. &. PL can be performed 

in the hh-red  range (800- 1700 MI) using a Ge detector while a state-of-the-art CCD 

array detector is available for visible and netu-visible (300- 1000 nrn) applications. 

F S y ,  the case of a single quantum weli with one bound state is considered to 

introduce rate equation modelling. Single exponential decay of the luminescence intensity 

with the  is obtained. 



IV Properties of AiInAsIAiGaAs Islands 

in previous chapters. care was taken to avoid iabeling self-assembled isknds as 

quantum dots, even though the calculations of chapter II and the results o f  chapter III 

suggest that such could be the case. in this chapter, optical measurement techniques are 

used to characte& the islands and show that theù properties are really those of quantum 

dots. To this effet,  micro-PL experiments are used to monitor the properties of  "single" 

dot emission: FWHM as a function of temperature, Metirne as a function o f  temperature 

and FWHM as a function of excitation intensity. Finally, carrier dynarnics in 

semiconductor seif-assembled quantum dots is studied, emphasizîng the role of phonons in 

the r e h t i o n  process. 

I K I Intrinsic Iinewidih and reluted properties 

Macro-PL rneasurements perfonwd on sample VI using a scanning spectrometer 

detection scheme are reponed in the ~iterature* and these results are reproduced in Figure 

IV- 1. The laser was focused to a spot -80 p in diameter, and with an island ared density 

of 200 prf2 this means that a total of  -1 o6 ishds were probed. The resulting spectnim 

shows three peaks at 1.887, 1.960 and 1.993 eV which are respectively attributed to 

island, wetting layer and m e r  luminescence. The broad emission Line at Iower energy has 
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PL spectrwn obtained for a macrePL cxperimnit on sample VI probing -10' 
islands. The threc pcaks observeci at 1.887. 1 .% and 1.993 eV are attributed to 
QD. WL and barrie emiuion respxtivcly (afta r d  53). 

a full width at haifh~vimum of -46 meV and its smooth shape has been show to result 

fiom a convolution of a great number of inhomogeneously broadened emission h e s  

c o d g  fkom islands with slightly dinerent six, strain and/or composition, much Mc2 the 

case presented in Figure 111-2. 

In order to c o h  this assignment, micro-PL experiments are performed on sample 

VI to reveal the homogeneously broadened single dot emission line. In contrast with the 

wuidow technique presented in chipter III. srnaii island ensembles are obtained by defining 

a grid of s d  (-3 pd) mesas 100 pm apart on a section o f  the sample surface. Outside 



the mesas. the material is deeply etched so that the self-assembled island layer is removed 

and consequent ly no PL signal originates fkom outside the mesas. As a result. even with a 

laser spot 80 pm in diameter one can probe a single rnesa containing an average of -600 

islands. 

Figure IV-2a shows the low-temperature PL spectrum obtained fkom one mesa at 

ditferent temperatures with an excitation power of 25 w/cm2 using the Ar*-ion purnped 

DCM dye system with the laser energy set at 1.96 eV. The spectrum exhibits severai 

sharp spectral features of sirniiar magnitude with a FWHM ranging fkom 1 90 to 400 peV. 

Other mesas excited above the barrier material (Eexc=2.0 eV) with very low power 

densities (2.5 w/crn2) have shown some spectral features as narrow as -100 peV. Most 

lines with typical FWKM of 250 peV are reso lved by the system and as wiU be show 

shortly, the carrier lifetime amounts to 400 ps for the isiand &ion Using the t h e -  

energy uncertainty relationship = A the iiriewidth is estimated as -1.6 peV. Thus. 

the experimental resuhs are not transform-limited and other explanations have to be 

considered to account for the observed homogeneous linewidth. 

The non-zero PL signal observed in between adjacent lines can be attributed in part 

to the finite intrinsic emission linewidth of each single QD which produces a collective 

emission background. It should be noted that the background signal lefi at high 

temperature in the regions of the spectnim where the sharp lines are quenched (see Figure 

IV-2d at -1.892 eV) is stronger than the dark count signal of the systea The spectra b, c 

and d s h o w  in Figure IV-2 have been shified in energy to aiign the sharp lines at ail 

temperatures using line C, which was clearly recognizabie £iom spectmm to spectrum, as 



PL spatrwn for a population of d00 islands at diffucnt temperatures obtained with an excitation dcnsity - 
of 25 w/cmL. The enagy scale is f a  the 5K spa~rmi. At higha temperatures the spectra w a e  shifted to 
align the pcak indiateci by an arrow. The re~olutim of our set-up and the evolutim of the thmal mergy 
are also show for cornparism. 



an alignrnent marker. It is a striking fature that these closely spaced sharp eMssion lines 

c m  be identified over a tenfold range in temperature. The sharp Illies for which the 

intensity level remains well above the collective emission background show very Little 

broadening as the temperature is increased up to 70K. Som Lines, such as G. do show 

some broadening, although much less than the increase in the thermal energy (k,T). This 

small eEect can be attnluted to the background noise in the experiment since at 70K the 

PL intensity has decreased by a factor of 10 due mostly to thermionic emission6' and 

several lines are barely seen above the CO iiect ive background emission. These temperat ure- 

independent hewidths are in contrast with the case of bulk, Q W or Q WR material where 

the 3D, 2D and ID density of date permits a continuum of energy leading to thermal 

broadening of the ernission line. For example, in a QW sampk the theoretical band-to- 

band ernission h e  has a FWHM of h(2)*keTb2, where ke is the Boltzmann constant. 

Figure IV-3 shows a cornparison of the measured FWHM of some of the hes in Figure 

IV-2 with the theoretical broadening of a quantum weii sampk as a function of 

temperature. The graph shows clearly that the island emission ihe broadening is negligible 

as  a function of temperature, especially when compared to the expcted broadening for a 

2D layer ernission Line. Indeed, the physics is very different in both cases. Considering 

band-to-band emission for the case of a structure with at least one macroscopic dimension. 

there exist a continuum of States described by a wavenumber k and increasing the 

temperature causes higher k-states to be occupied. This meaos that one can now have 

electron-hole pairs with high interna1 energy while the net pair momentum remains zero. 

there fo re al10 wing efficient radiat ive recombinat ion of electron- ho le pairs at higher 



energies. On the other hand for a zero-dimensional structure there is no continuum and as 

long as the thermal energy Eoes not d o w  carriers to be excited to higher States one 

expects the linewidth to be constant. 

hterpretation of the resuits of Figure IV-2 in t e m  of exciton emission in a 2D Iayer 

also has to be rejected. Assuming each individual line originates fkom the n= 1 bound state 

of an exciton conhed in regions of a weIi with different thickness would rnean that there 

are as rnany regions as there are emission lines observed. Appro.xhately 30 lines are 

clearly resolved in Figure IV-2, and this would impiy a variation of the weIi thickness by 

as much as 30 MLs. This is unreasonable c o n s i d e ~ g  that -15 monoiayers of materiai 

were grown. Also, as mentioned in the section concerning selection d e s .  excitonic 

emission h e s  do broaden as a function of temperature and therefore an hterpretation in 

terms of excitonic ernission has to be rejected. 

FinaIly. it should be noted that similar sharp spectral features as those observed in 

Figure IV-2 were unarnbiguously proved to onginate fkom luminescence of a few (one to 

six) islands emitting at simiiar wavelengthd7. Indeed. 'gating" on the luminescence of a 

narrow emission üne. oniy a few i shds  cm be "seen" on the surface indicating strong 

b c a h t  ion of the carriers in the islands. 

As discussed so-fàr* the temperature independent iinewidths of the isiand's 

luminescence is a steady state maniféstation of their OD properties. Complementary 

information can be obtained by probing the transient properties of the isiands. To do s a  

we take full advantage of the adaptabiiïty of our experimental set-up to isolate the 

properties of a single narrow emission he. Using the set-up of figure 111-3 in PL mode 





controls of the position computer are used to electronically reject aü photon events 

outside a selected area on the detector surface. To probe the photons coming fiom a 

"single" quantum dot. we take advantage of the fact that each of them e d s  with slightly 

dinerent energy: by gating around the surface of the detector which coincides with the 

emission energy of a given ultnuiarrow iine. the properties of the corresponding "single" 

dot are pro bed. 

The t h e  decay traces obtained by gating around the peak indicated in the topmon 

inset at dinerent temperatures are shown in Figure I V 4  As mentioned in chapter III. this 

decay tirne can be interpreted as a carrier Mietirne or a capture tirne. depending on which is 

the slowest. The integrated bamer and wetting layer luminescence is s h o w  to be much 

weaker than the dot luminescence in Figure IV- 1. which suggests a short capture tirne. 

Therefore. for aIi dixussion concenllng sample VI. the rise times and decay times are 

interpreted respectively as the capture tirne and the Lifetime. 

The decay traces of Figure I V 4  are single-exponentiai over at Ieast two order of 

magnitudes, and the observed decay tirnes obtained by a single-exponential fit are 

summarized in the bonom left inset. The Metirne remallis constant to within experimental 

uncertainty at around 400 ps for temperatures ranging Eom 4 K to 40 K. while at 60 K 

this time shortens to 340 ps. This last temperature correlates weU with the onset of 

thermionic emission observed h m  CWPL experiments reponed in the literatwb'. Ln this 

case. the carriers in the dot are lost via radiative recombination at a rate y, and via 

thermionic ernission at a rate y.. At low temperatures, the emission rate is negligible and 

the decay reflects the radiative Met ime. As the temperature is raiseci, y, increases and 
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even tdy  contributes significantly to the total decay rate, and the signai is quenched 

b e r .  The speed-up of the carrier lifetime is therefore attnbuted to signifiant thermionic 

ernission fiom the dot ground state to the WL or barriet states foiiowed by other decay 

mechanism. 

In the Literature. temperature dependent measurements on higher dimensionaiity (non 

OD) systerns are reported to show increasing Metimes with increasing temperature. This 

effect was attnbuted to the higher proportion of excitons that are thermaiiy excited to high 

center-of-mass rn~rnentum'~ states for which radiative recombination is prohibited 

according to the selection d e s  (see chapter II). Thus, the resuh obtained here can again 

be interpreted in terms of a set of discrete energy levels for which the radiation properties 

rernain unchanged as  long as no thermionic emission to higher energy states is possible. 

This interpretation is consistent with calculations done for quantum dots with large level 

spacingb3 for which thermionic emission cm be neglected. 

IY.2 Carrier dynamics: infuence of phonons 

In the previous section. clear evidence of the OD nature of the bound states in self- 

assernbled island was presented. This section will focus on the transient properties of 

quantum dots, more specifically addressing issues related to the inauence of phonons. 

In a previous study, Fafard et al. O bserved strong resonances in the PL spectrum of 

dot ensembles when resonant excitation was u d M .  These results are reproduced here in 

Figure IV-Sa for clanty of the discussion. The dashed curve displays the steady-state PL 
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a) Low-tmpaaturc PL sptxmm obtaind for a dot population of - 1 0 ~ .  The dated m e  is obtained using 
an excitation aiergy a b  the bamcr matcrial, and the solid line is obtainad for rcsonant excitation. The 
peaks obsnvcd in raaiant excitation arc asociated with phcmon rcscmanas, and for example the pcaks 
labelai LOI and L a  are obsavcd 35 meV (GaAs-1Sc LO phcmon) and 48 meV (AiAs-likc LO phonon) 
k l o w  the excitation aiagy. b) T h e  decay ma of the quantum da anissiai fa E&= 1.9 12 eV. The 
decay traces "Nonmonant" (R). LOI and L q  are thus obraincd for L-1.993 eV. Ee1E&+3S meV and 
E,=Ea+48 mcV. 



spec tnim O btained when exc i t h g  no n-reso nant ly a bo ve the barrier mate rial w here 

relaxation in the islands requires mult i-phonon emission or O ther relaxation processes such 

as Auger scattering. The solid curve is obtained when the sampie is excited remnantly on 

the high-energy side of the Gaussian dot peak at 1.927 eV. Peaks appear at fixed energies 

below the excitation Line, corresponding to phonon modes in the dot and barrier materiais. 

For example, the dominant peaks labeled LOI and L 0 2  appear respectively 35 and 48 meV 

below the laser energy. and are associated with one Ga& and one AIAs-Ne longitudinal 

optical phonon in A.lx~at . ,~sb5.  Similar phonon signatures were observed in resonant 

TRPL spectra obtained with comgated superlattices and were anributed to Raman 

scatte*? Here, however, the phonon signatures are observed for a wider spectral range 

than the exciting laser puise, which identifies the peaks observed as king PL originating 

fiom dots excited with an excess of phonon energies. These resuhs have triggered a new 

series of questions, more specifically related to the dynamics associated with the phonon 

resonances. 

To this end, TRPL experiments are performed on sampie VI. The spectra were 

obtained using the YAG pumped Rhodamine a40 dye laser system as the pulsed excitation 

source, and the detection energy was set by gating the detector on a narrow energy range 

(- I meV) of the srnooth Gaussian dot pe&. The laser energy was then set one LO phonon 

energy above the detection energy to investigate the influence of the phnnons on the 

camer dynaaics. A TRPL spectnim under non-resonant excitation conditions was also 

obtained for cornparison. In ail cases the excitation intensity was kept at 140 m~lcm' ,  so 

that on average only 0.3 electron-hole pair per pulse per dot are created even if one 



assumes that 100% of the laser energy is ultimately t x a n s f o d  into pairs captureci in the 

zero-dimensional States of the islands. Figure IV-Sb shows an example of the traces 

obtained for Edn=l .912 eV. ï he  traces LOI (L02) are obtained for excitation energies one 

GaAs-Wte (AIAs-like) LO phomn energy higher than the detection energy, while the non- 

resonant trace is obtained with the excitation energy set at 1.993 eV (AiGaAs barrier). 

We tim observe that the decay times for the resonant excitation experiments have a 

longer tirne sale (200-300 ps) than the system temporal resolution (-100 ps). Raman- 

scattering phenornena, ho wever. wo uld appear to be instantanmus relative to the t ime 

sale involved here (i.e. instnunental response ümited). This confinns the interpretation 

that the observed phonon resonances are not related to Raman scattering, and the most 

Wtely explanation is that the PL observed under resonant excitation cornes fiom dots 

excited with an excess of one phonon energy. Furthermore, one notes that the non- 

resonant trace is in fact an experirnent similar to the one presented in Figure IV-4. with the 

dinerence that we are now probing a few thousand dots as opposed to a few dots. A 

rernarkable ditference is observecl between the two results since the decay traces of Figure 

IV-4 are single-exponential over two order of magnitude whiie the non-resonant trace of 

Figure IV-5b foliows a single exponential decay over les than an order of magnitude. This 

effect will be discussed with the intensity dependent measurernents presented at the end of 

this sec t io n. 

For now, the dynamics and related relaxation processes are discussed in more 

details. For the nonresonant case, most carriers are created in the m e r  layers, and wiU 

subsequently r e h  to the OD QD ground state. S o m  of the possible relaxation processes 



available are exemplilied in Figure IV-6. Mer excitation in the barrier material carrien 

can relax to the dot States via phonon emission as  s h o w  on the left hand side of Figure 

IV-6. This c m  be achieved d y  in two dinerent ways: multiple phonons can be 

sirnultaneously emitted to reiax directly to the dot ground state. or altematively. phonons 

can be emined sequentially to relax to the wetting layer band edge. at which point multi- 

phonon eniission is iikely required to relax in the QD ground state (E , , -b~ -70  

meV> Am, ). An alternative relaxation process is provided by Auger suttering. presented 

on the nght hand side of Figure IV-6. Again. direct or sequential trapping is possible. 

depending on the types of collisions experienced by the carriers. However. it should be 

noted that the low excitation intensity 

possibility of carrier-carrier scattering. 

a) Phonon scattering 

Direct trapping Sequcntial trapping 

wd for the TRPL experiments reduces the 

Auger scamring 

Direct trapping Sequential trapping 

Figure w-6 
Rcpresentation of sequential and direct trapping f a  the phonon anission a) and Auger b) relaxation 
processa. a) In direct trapping, the carrier emits sevaal phoncms simultaneû<uly in orda to relax directly 
h m  the b a m a  to the dot ground state. Fm ~qucntia l  trapping. the carrier uni& a maI l  numba of 
phmais (one a two) to relax in a wetting layer state. The same proass is repeated to relax to the WL 
band edge, and finally relaxation to the dot ground statc takcs place. b) For dirat trapping. a single 
collision takes place in which the carrier blls to the dot ground state. For xquential iapping. the first 
collision helps the carrier to relax in tbe WL statu, while a subscquutt collision will hclp the farria to 
relax in the dot g r m d  statt. 



Irrespective of the precise capture process, it is clear in Figure IV-5 that the decay 

times for the QD are iâster in cases of resonant excitation Figure IV-7 gives a summary of 

the various rise tirnes and decay times observed for ditferent detection energies. The rise 

t h e  is detùied here as the t h e  necessary for the TRPL signal to reach its maximum value. 

Lt should be noted that this definition of the rise time is w t  usually useci, as normaüy a 

deconvolution of the spectrum is perforrned to extract the real rise t he ,  as opposed to the 

observed rise tirne which is slower due to the detector response tirne. Decay tirnes have 

been obtained by fjtttting our results to a triple-exponential decay and keeping the dominant 

(fastest) component which is adequate for at least the £k t  decade in intensity. This does 

not represent a specific physical process but provides a gened trend to summarize the 

data Figure IV-7a shows the rise time for resonant (open symbol) and nonremnant (solid 

symbol) conditions. The rise time obtained for the resonant cases are consistently shorter 

than for the nonresom.int case (except for two points at lower energy), dthough the 

daerence is srnail. A possible explanation for this would be that the photons are first 

absorbed by creating an electron-hole pair in an excited state, exactly one LO phonon 

higher in energy, foliowed by a resonant phononic relaxation to the ground state. Such 

m e r  rise t h e s  for resonant excitation energies related to LO phonon energies above the 

band edge bave been observed in quantum weli stnicturess5. However. even when 

pumping with high intensties the dot emission line does not show evidence of the 

emergence of a higher energy emission line associateci with excited state emissioa The 

interpretation in ternis of absorption in an excited state is therefore not believed to be true. 

Also, it should be rnentioned that, as can be seen in Figure IV-Sb, the rise part of the 



Rise times as defined in the t a t  are show in (a) and decay iimes in (b) as a hinaion of 
damion aiergy. Solid (open) syrnbols show the results uôtained for nonresonant 
(rmant )  excitation conditions. The instrumental response of the system is 420 ps for 
the rise time and 100 ps fa the decay time. 

spectrum is very sirnilar for the three curves s h o w  This suggests that the capture rates 

for a given detection energy are qua1 within experimental resolution for resonant and 

non-reso nant excitation. 

Figure IV-% summarizes the decay times for resonant (open symbl) and 



nonresonant (so lid syrnbo 1) conditions. The nonresonant decay times becorne shorter with 

higher detection energies. This might be e x p h e d  by an increased carrier confinement for 

higher emission energies. As mider islands are probed the decreased lateral and vertical 

dimensions cause a shift of the bound states towards higher energies. At the sarne time, 

the smaller island dimension causes a better overiap of the wavefùnctions which increases 

the recombination rate. Figure IV-7b also confirmî that for the detection energy range 

probeci, the decay times are diorter În the case of resoaant excitation. This was already 

observeii in Figure IV-5. and thiis phenomenon seem puzziîng since resonant phonon 

absorption is expetted to speed up the capture process, but once the carriers have relaxed 

to the dot ground state the recombination time (Metirne) is expected to be the same 

irrespective of the capture process. 

An element of the answer to this surprising resuit may be reveaied by the study of 

the power dependence of the sharp line spectnim The evolution of the micro-PL spectrurn 

is monitored as a function of excitation intensity for the quantum dot emission iines in 

Figure IV-8. The excitation energy was set at 1.960 eV which corresponds to wetting 

layer absorption The low intensity spectnim s@ly reproduces the features of Figure IV- 

2a Excàing with even lower intensities wiU oniy produce a spectrum similar ta thc one 

observed in (a). As the intensity is incmwx~., most of the sharp spectrai features (A to F) 

lose amplitude with respect to the collective emission backgmu& and in some cases even 

disappear completely, the most striking example king peak H. Lines that rernain 

identifiable tend to stay m o w ,  although some of them do show evidence of broadening 

(peak B for example). In some cases, higher intensities have Little effect (J. K, L) or even 



PL spectnim obtained at 4K boni sample Vi for differait excitation intcnsitics. The CW 
dye laser systan was useû with the excitation cnergy set at 1.960 eV. 



cause the emergence of new features. Line I for example is barely detected at low 

intensity, but progressiveiy rises above the background as the intensity is increased. These 

observations cannot be related to temperature effects, shce Figure IV-2 ciearly shows that 

increashg the temperature does not change the spectrum in that respect. An increase in 

the carrier population is more iilcely to be at the origin of the new spectral features. 

Neglecting the dynarnics of the higher energy States, the steady state population is given 

by the product of the photogenerated d e r  flux, @(I,), and the Lifétirne in the quantum 

dot ground state, r,,. Estimating r,, to be 400 ps a s  obtained fiom our single dot 

experiment, and for excitation intensities of 15 w/cm2, 150 w/cm2 and 450 w/cm2. the 

steady state population is estimated at 0.002, 0.02 and 0.06 per dot respectively6'. Thus. it 

seems that even in the regime of fewer than one electron-hole pair for very low excitation 

power densities there is a significant change in the observeci properties. The presence of 

carriers in the QD at the moment of recombuiation is expected to have an effect on the 

43.68 recombination energy due to the modified Coulomb interaction. The correspondhg 

renomaikation in the emission energy are expected to be in the range of a few meV. 

depending on the exact nature of the interaction and the resulting bimling energy. If one 

imagines that within a given dot, the radiative recornbination wiil sometimes occur in the 

presence of other carriers and sometirnes occur without this presence, the energy 

renornialization causes one dot to emit at two or more sLightiy &=nt energies. At very 

low excitation energies oniy "excitonic" lmes are oôsewed, but as the excitation intensity 

is increased one should observe the eniergence of "biexcitonic* hes in the spectnim 

Thus, as the number of ernission lines increases the collective emission background is 



enhanced with respect to the sharp b'single dot" Lines. Note thaî this renormaluation couid 

cause the emergence of new features if one or a few of the "biexcitonic lines" happen to 

appear right in between two non-renomaiized Lines. Such could be the case of line I for 

examp le. 

Alternatively, simiiar phenornenon could be observed if part of the dot population 

aarts to contnbute to the emission oniy above a certain excitation power threshold. 

Radiative recombination f?om excited states wodd also give lines at higher energies. 

but this is an unWtely scenario here given that the large interlevel spacing associated to 

small quantum dots wodd lead to peaks several tens of meV on the high energy side of 

the ground state ernissionM. 

Finally, the enhancd background emission observeci in Figure IV-8 could be the 

nianifestation of "background states" associated with the quantum dots. S. J. Lee et al. 

(ref. 33) bave s h o w  that for serniconductor quantum dots with fùiite barnen the density 

of states, although companitively mail, is non-zero between the bound states. Thus. as the 

carrier population is in~reased~ carriers are forced to dweli in this fiat DOS background, 

producing a flat emission band which progressive& k s  with higher excitation intensity. 

This background could also be responsible for the slow tail O bserved in the TRPL spectra 

of Figure IV-Sb, and it could signincantiy contnaute to the strong resonant absorption 

characteristics of the quantum dots. FinaJiy, the phonon resonances observed in the macro- 

PL spectm of Figure W 5 a  can be thought to be a manifestation of enhanced bound 

state emission wmpared to "background state" emission In this case. the transient LOI 

and L02 spectra of Figure W 5 b  reflect the shorter radiative lifetirnes of the carriers in the 



bound states. Thus. at the moment more experiments focusing on this issue are needed to 

clan.@ the role of phonons in self-assembled carrier dynamics. 

In summary. temperature independent FWHM and lifetimes of the "single dot" (in 

reaiity one to six) ernission lines have unambiguousiy show the OD nature of the DOS in 

the islands. Transient properties of the dot ensemble excited resonantly have shown clear 

speed-up of the dynamics, but this was not observed as a faster capture rate. but rather as 

a faster decay rate. F d y ,  mtensity dependent measwements hint towards the presence of 

weak "background states" in the DOS between the dot bound states. This effect could be 

reiated to some of the properties observeci in the "large ensemble" dynamics and 

experiments specifically designed to clarify this point are needed. 

In this chapter. the experimental results show no manifestation of excited bouncf 

states in the quantum dots. Although the importance of resonant excitation was clearly 

shown. the absence of excited states limiteci our abüity to study the inter-sublevel 

dynamics. This is one of the main objectives of the next chapter with sample IR 



V Excited states dynamics: properties of InGaAs self- 
assembled dots 

Sample VI proved to be a usefid system for an initial study of self-assembled islands. 

The strong emission in the visible range made it an easy sample to characterize 

experimentally, and the fàct that most of its properties could be explained in terms of a 

single bound state per dot simplî.fïed the analysis. Also. the high quantity of sample pieces 

available aiiowed the use of destructive techniques, such as wet chernical e tchg,  which 

proved useful to perform micro-PL measurements. In contrast, only a srnail 2x1.5 mm 

piece of sarnple IR was available. This restricted the possibiiity to audy small ensembles of 

islands in order to reveal the properties of "single dots". To overcome this difiiculty, a 

new way of proving the zero-dimensional properties of the islands was obtained by means 

of magneto-PL measurements on macroscopic ensembles of dots. This techniques takes 

advantage of the presence of many bound states in these bigger dots and the resulting 

evolution of the PL spectrum as a fùnction of magnetic field wiU be presented in the iast 

part of this chapter (section V-4). In the nrst section, the known properties of 

InGaAdGaAs quantum weiis are used to build a simple mode1 for the potential in the 

quantum dots. The energy spacing between transitions can thus be determined, and the 

predictions of this calculation are compared wit h intensity dependent PL results presented 

in the second section in the third section the inter-sublevel dynaMcs of the carriers is 

studied by means of up-conversion measurements. As discussed in section 11.4, the 



presence of a continuum of emrgy states in higher dimensiodky structures (1 D. 2D. 3D) 

guarant ies that select ion rules for p ho non-assist ed transit ions cen be readiiy sat is fied. 

Consequently, thermaiization of the carriers to the ground state of a particular band can be 

achieved easiiy in higher dirnensionality structures via sequential LO and LA phonons 

scattering 55.69.70.71 . This remains txwe even when the carsiers am created in a high-index 

state (en: n=2) due to the continuum of states availableR. The situation is dflerent for a 

quantum dot with a discrete DOS in which the energy digerence between the bound states 

is not iikely to match the phonon energies. The presence of several bound states in the 

quantum dots of sample IR provides a very good test ground for the problem of inter- 

subleve! dyiiamcs in quantum dots. 

Y.  2 Single dot modelittg 

In this section, the method presented in chapter two to calculate the bound state 

energies of carriers trapped in a lem shaped dot is improved to O btain a more reaiistic 

estimation of the energy spacùig for opticai transitions. 

The QD is modeled as a hemisphend cap, with a h e d  height 1, and radius at the 

base p, . f o m d  on a wetting layer of thichess t., as shown in Figure V- 1. The confining 

potential is zero inside the dot and wetting layer, but finite outside. The effective-mas 

Hamiltonian is used to descrii both valence and conduction band states: 



Figoir V-I 

Represmtation of the shape of the quantum dot uscd in the model. A typioil island has a hemisphsical 
cap of height &4.4 nm. with radius at the tmse m=18 nm and wetting layer thickness tw=l -6 nm. 

where the effective rnass (m') , and the potential (V) have to be chosen consistently with 

the band described. Equation V- 1 can be separated as explained in Section 11-2 and is 

t r a n s f o d  into an equivalent system of equations: 



where V? = E VW ( I ( x ) )  - E~~ (1, + t ,  ) and VY = E@' ([(y)) - E uW ( I ,  + t ,  ) are 

effective potentials obtained in the adiabatic approximation; Y:' is the potential of an 

InGaAs/GaAs quantum weil of width 1, + t ,  : 

* 
and W y  4 ( r )  is replaced by the appropriate mass depending on the layer 

considered 

t 
where m,, is the effective mass of  the carriers in the InGaAs layer and m, is the carrier 

effective mass in the M e r  layer. 

The main improvement of equations V-2 compared to the theory presented in 

chapter two cornes from the consideration of a f i t e  potential barrier. In this case, the 

energy leveis of a quantum weU of thickness ( can be obtained from the irnplicit 

equat ion5' 



* 
where n,=1.2 ... is the level index in the z direction, Vo is the band discontinuity, m, and 

n>, are the effective masses inside the island and in the barrier respectively. The above 

equation cannot be inverted to obtaui an exact expression for E,, ( f )  and one must obtain 

a numencai solution. Also, one should note that equation V-3 does not directly take the 

strain into account and this causes a signifiant error (several tens of meV) on the absolute 

position of the emission hes.  More accurate models including the eEect of the straki have 

been developed for Iens shaped dots of i n ~ s ~ i ~ a ~ s ~ ~  and for pyramidal dots of 

WG~AS".  However, assuming that the strain causes a constant rnergy shifl 

independent of the well thickness. one c m  still estimate the separation of the energy leveis 

with good accuracy. 

V . 1 - 1  Conduction Band 

For the conduction band the following parameters are used: 

Table V-1 

Parameters usad for modeluig the conduction band. 

where m,, is the strained InGaAs conduction banâ effective mass7'. m, is the unstrauled 

Ga& effective m a s  and Y,  has been estimateci for InGaAs/GaAs strained iayen assuming 



a 67% conduction band o f i t  in reference 35. 

For 1 = 1, + t ,  =6.0 nm. the values found fur E : ~  are 

fkom which one can see that the first excited state in thiî direction is very weakly bound 

( E?" - v, ) which justines the approximation of a single bound state in the z direction 

Rrphcing for 5 = 1. ui equation V-3 one gets 

This equat io n is w d  t O nurnerïcally calculate E QW ( 1  ( x  )) a d  E Vw ( 1  ( y ) )  . An expression 

for l (x)  ( ! ( y )  ) can be found in a sirniiar way as l ( p )  was obtained in chapter 2 with the 

dflerence that one now has to consider the presence of the wetting layer. Figure V-2 

presents a cross section of the ideal quantum dot presented in Figure V- 1 along the x 

direction From that picture one can easily see that 

f ( x )  = J K F  - h V-5 

and the values of R and h can be obtained nom the two equations presented in the 

figure along with the known values of po. Io and t ,  so that ~ ~ ( x )  cm be calcuiated by 

numericaily invert ing the Mplicit equat ion 

where E " ~  is in meV and x is in units of nm The result obtained kom the above 



Figure V-2 

Cross section of the idailized quantum dot as defined in picturc V- 1.  

equation is shown as a soiid curve in Figure V-3 where the energy reference is taken at the 

bottom of the conduction band. Starting at 116 meV. the confinement energy of an 

InGaAs/GaAs quantum weii of thickness Io + t ,  . the effective potential c w e s  upwards 

until it reaches the wetting layer ground state energy, at which point the electrons are no 

more confined l a t e d y  since they are ûee to move in the x-y plane. The &shed c w e  is 

obtained fkom a quadratic fit of the efféctive laterai potential for 1x1 < ionm and the 

correspondhg expression for Y '  is given in the inset. By symmetry the sarne expression 

is valid for vYd provided one replaces x by y. Substituting the expressions of V? and 

v'@ in equation V-2 yields 



Conduction Band 

Effective Potential . 
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Evolution of the ef fa ive  lateral amfining potmtial (solid line) for the conduaion band stata as obtaincd 
h m  the ground state enagy of an I n G a G a A s  quantum wcll of thicknas L(x). The quadratic 
approximation (dashed m e )  g i v s  a good approximation fa x 4 O  nm and provida a simple expression 
for the efkctive poiaitial as shown in the inset. From the a~fficient of the quadratic t am.  the 
eigenenerjgy is fourid to bt 28 meV. 



where the energies and the wavefùnctions have k e n  identitied as conduction band values 

by the superscript cb. ï h e  above is the set of equations for a two-dimensional uncoupled 

1 * *  harmonic oscillator with -m a> = 0 . 3 3 4 ( m e V / n m 2 ) ,  from which the energy 
2 

eigenvaiues can immediately be obtained by computing the product ho and one gets a 

value of 28 meV. The eigenvalue spectnim is then 

E"= ~ : ~ + ~ ~ + ~ ~ ~ = 2 8 ( n , + n , + 1 ) + 1 1 6  n,.n,=0.1.2 ... V-8. 

where nx (n,) is the number of oscillations in the x (y) direction. The bound state energies 

are indicated by transverse bars in Figure V-3 dong with their degenency level g, 

(including spin degenewy ). A natural b i s  for the wavehinctions is given by 1 n, . n, . n: ) 

where nx. n, = 0,1,2,3,4,5 and s= 1. Shce this last index is fked it can be dropped and one 

only needs to spec* n, and rq. Moreover. for most of the discussion in this chapter it is 

sufficient to speca the level index defineci os n=(n,+q+l), hence the notation el,e2 ... 

which denotes an electron in level 1.2 ... 

The wavefunctions are given by 

Y = @:"f@: = 4, (x)$b,(y)& (2) v-9 

where (, stands for the na one-dimensional harmonic oscillator wavefùnction with a 



length scale given by = = 5.7 nm ; X ,  denotes the ground state wavefimction 

of an InGaAs/GaAs quantum weil of thickness Io + t ,  . 

V .l. 2 Valence Band 

For the valence band. the 

presence of the strain splits the m, 

situation is somewhat more cornpiicated. First, the 

= If (heavy-hole) and m, = f f (light-hole) at R = O 

and as a resutt the band edge states are heavy hole states while the iight-hole states are not 

confined anymore7'. Also it has been shown that for strained InGaAs quantum weUs the 

m, = f t states have an anisotropic mass", as the in-plane m a s  is a light-hole mass and 

the transverse rnass is a heavy-hole one. These effective masses are strain dependent and 

despite a growing interest, the strain distniution in sewassembled dots remains a matter 

of discussion". Sirice this subject is not the focus of this work, as a f k t  approximation the 

folowing discussion assumes that a simple Wtropic rnass can give us a reasonable 

eauriate for the spacing of the energy leveis. The hole mass is assua~d to be close to the 

GaAs light hole mass due to the heavy-hole Light-hole mixing induced by the strain 

distniution. The M e r  effective rnass is the GaAs heavy-hole mas and the band 

dixontinuity is obtained assuming a 33% valence band o h t .  The resulting parameten 

are presented in Table V-2. 



Ta blc V-2 

Parametas uscd for modeling the valence h d .  

Replacing these parameters in equation V-3, assuming &= 1 and using equation V-5 for 

4 x )  one obtains the foliowing impiicit equation for E " ~ ( X )  

where energy is in units of meV and length in u d s  of nm. The resulting effective lateral 

potential is s h o w  as a soiid curve in Figure V-4 where the energy reference is taken at the 

top of the valence band. Note that for simplicity. the energy scde in Figure V 4  has been 

inverted with respect to the one used in Figure V-3 since we are now c o n s i d e ~ g  hoies. 

Starting at 43 meV, the confinement energy for the valence band of an InGaAdGaAs 

quantum well of thickness Io + t ,  , the effective potential curves upwards until it reaches 

the wening layer ground state energy, at which point the electrons are fiee io rnove in the 

x-y plane and are no more confined laterally. The dashed curve shows a quadratic fit near 

the center (Mc10 m) of the dot and one can see that it provides a satisfjhg 

approximation for this portion of the potentid. From the fit, a constant energy spacing of 

14 meV is deduced and only five bound states are observed. m contrast with the case of 

the conduction band where 6 bound states are predicted. The eigenvalue spectrum for the 

valence band is given by 



Valence Band 
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E ffecti 'otenti 

Evoiutim of the ef f i ive  lateral mfining po(entia1 (solid line) for the valma band states as h i n e d  
from the ground nate energy of an InGaAs/GaAs quantum wcll of thickness Ux). The quaciratic 
approximation (dashed m e )  gives a good approximation f a  x< I O nm and provides a simple expression 
fa the effcaive potential as show in the hs*. From the codncient of the quadratic tam. the 
eigenenergy is found to bc 14 meV. 



Following the notation for the conduction band the states are labelled hl .h2... according to 

a single quantum nwnber reiated to the total nurnber of energy quanta n=(nx+n"+ 1 ). The 

correspondhg wave fùnctions are 

~ v b ~  = q, 0: = ~ & ~ $ & , J Y ) , ~ , ~ ~ ~  v-12 

where (, stands for the n' one-dimensional harmonic oscillator wavehinction with a 

length scale given by p,' = = 8.0 nm ; X ,  denotes the ground state wavefùnction 

of an InGaAdGaAs quantum weli of thickness 4 + t ,  . 

Comparing the length scales f i - '  obtained for the conduction and valence band. one 

can conclude that there is a si@cant cisetence between the iateral extension of the 

electron and hole wavefhctions. This is in contrast with the result O btained in chapter II 

for infinite potential barriers. in which case it was show tbat the lateral extension is 

independent of the effective rnass. In that case the selection niles obtained in section 11.4 

implied that radiative transitions can oniy occur betwen states with the same quantum 

numbers. In contrast, for a h i t e  w d  case the lateral extension of the wavehction is not 

the sarne for both electrons and hoies. and as a consequence the seiection d e s  obtained 

are sornewhat relaxed compared to those of chapter two. This rneans that sorne of the 

transitions forbidden for the hard w d  case become dowed in the finite waii case. This 

effect is neglected in the discussion that follows, and it is assumed that transitions between 

states with the same quantum number n are much stronger than other transitions. In 



particular transitions between an even and an odd index state remain forbidden because of 

parity. Therefore, in the discussion that foilows an e 1 -hl recombination between a n= 1 

hole and a n= 1 electron is simply referred to as an n=l transition. 

With the above selection d e s ,  there are 5 dinerent radiative transitions allowed for 

carriers trapped in a quantum dot of sample IR The energy of the photons emined are 

given by 

E & = E , + E , , + E " + E ~  v- 13 

where E ,  is the energy gap of Lanice-matched InGaAs and E n  is the 

contribution of  the strain distniution Replacing E" and E* by their respective 

expression fiom equation V-8 and V- 1 1 yields 

where n is the transition index and accepts values ranging tiom 1 to 5. From this. the 

energy spacing between radiative transition h e s  is expected to be -42 meV. 



K 2 Steady state photoluminescence 

In the previous section, the the-independent f o m  of the Hamiltonian for a typical 

InGaAs quantum dot was modeled and the stationary states of a single dot were O btained. 

In this section, steady state phot O luminescence experimental results O btained Born sample 

IR are presented under dxerent excitation conditions, namely C W excitation and pulsed 

excitation. The results are interpreted in Light of the cdcukition of section V- 1, and also in 

terms of dynamical properties of an ensemble of quantum dots. 

V.2.1 CW excitat ion 

As a starting point for the investigation of the steady state properties of sample IR 

the set-up of F i g w  111-4 is used to perform CW PL. A CW AR'-ion laser is used as an 

excitation source and the sample signal is detected with the Germanium detector. 

Figure V-5 summarizes the results obtained for ditferent excitation intensities. At 

very low excitation density (0.20 w/cm2), onty one emission peak is observeci at 1.1 0 e V  

with a shoulder et 1.13 eV. As the power is increased, up to 5 peaks are resolved 

including the ground state, and the transitions are labeled fiom F I  to n=5 according to 

the labelhg schem developed in the previous section. Table V-3 s w s  the 

transition energies obtained fiom the peak positions of Figure V-5. 



xcita tio n 

C W  excitation 

1 .O5 1.10 1.15 1.20 1.25 1.30 1.35 

Ern ission Energy 

Evolution of the low tanpaahirc (4 K) anission spcctmm as a function of n m r m a n t  (E,=2.54 eV) 
excitation intcnsity with a CW lasa source. In (a). for v u y  low excitation intcnsity m l y  ground state 
mission is obsavcd. The vertical bars show the mission magy of sirained InGPWGaAs quantum wclls 
of the same composition as sample IR as a funaion of thickness in mmolayas. In @). higher aiergy 
mission liner appear progressively as the excitation intensity is inereawd 



Transition encrgies obtained fiom the peak positions of figure V-S. 

t 

Peak Position (eV) 

The higher energy peaks of Figure V-5 could originate fkom Mnous phenornenon 

each one having its own characteristics. For example. in the absence of the self-assembling 

process. it is possible that monolayer fluctuations (ML) of a 2D hyer will Iead to the 

observation of multiple peaks in the macro-PL e~~erirnents'~. Aiternative&. higher energy 

emission could originate fkom excited quantum dot state interband t r an~ i t ions~ .~ .  In the 

latter case. the population of higher levels codd be achieved becaw of a restricted 

relaxation rate (phonon bottleneck), or via the Pauli exclusion principle forcing carrien to 

remain in higher energy states when lower states are populated (state-tilling). 

Alternatively, if one assumes that only ground state emission is observed the higher 

emission Line can be a s c n i  to segregated inhomogeneous broadening. In this case. it has 

been observed that long range fluctuations dong the sample surface could be held 

responsîble for the existence of dflerent hunilies of i s l a n d ~ ~ ~ .  each giving rise to a distinct 

emission he. ïhe  above four effects (monolayer fluctuations. phonon bottieneck, state- 

fïlling and segregated inhomogeneous broadening) are represented in Figure V-6. AU of 

them can give rise to higher energy emission peaks, and each has specinc characterinics. 

The good island size and near-neighbor distance uniformity observed in Figure 1-3 

n= 1 

1.107 

n=3 

1.202 

n=2 

1.157 1.247 

n=5 

1 .287 



A) Monolayer Fluctuations 

B) Inhomogeneous broadening - Phonon Bottleneck 
- - 

- State Filling 

C) Segregated Inhomogeneous broademing 

1- From wetting layer monolayer fluctuations 

II- From compositional disorder 

Illustration of the diffaait types of Iayss thst m l d  give rise to higher mission l ina as obervtd in 
Figure V-5. In ihc figure. inhanogaicous braadening in a g i m  dot population is rcprcscnted by size 
fluctuations. while mpositional disorder is rcprcsentd by a change in wla. A) Excitais localid in 
regions of a QW with d i h t  thickncis give rise to anissicm lines at ciiffirait a isgia .  B) Electrm-hole 
pain localircd in large islands cm give rise to accitcd state cmissim C) Elaaai-hole pairs localired in 
quantum dots with dinaait wcâting laya t h i c k n d a h y  axnpositicm or &a Mnations couid give rise 
to several mission lines, evcn if th- werc only one bound state in the dots. 



tends to dismiss the possibility of segregated inhomogeneous broadening for this sample. 

Also. the calcuiated emission energies for a corresponding hypothetical quantum weU with 

various numbers of MLs are shown at the top of Figure V-5a  One can see that there is a 

complete lack of correlation of the emission energies with the emission expected for ML 

fluctuations. On the other hanâ, the average energy spacing of 45 meV obtained by 

inspecting Table V-3 correlates weil with the tnwition energy spacuig predicted in section 

V-1 for a quantum dot. 

Also. one expects that the excitation intensity required to observe saturation effects 

wiU be dEerent when comparing a quantum weii to an ensemble of quantum dots. For 

example. in Table IV-4 DQw represents the density of conduction band states in the ground 

state of a quantum wea while ilQD represents the density of conduction band states for the 

ground state of a quantum dot layer. To calculate DQw , equation 11-9 is used considering 

oniy the ground state in the sum, which yields 

where L' has been fmtored out so as to consider the areal density of nates. and E bas 

been set to E2? since no saturation will be observed in a PL experiment unless the Fermi 

level is raised above the energy of the second subband. From Table V-3, the energy 

dEerence E2-El is equal to 50 m V ,  whiie me for strained InGaAs is given in Table V- 1. 

To calculate Dpo, the island a d  density given in figure 1-3 is muhipiied by gl. the 

degeneracy of the n= 1 state as given in Figure V-3. Comparing DQw and DPD in Table V- 

4, one can see that the population density required to observe state-filhg effects dEers 



Evolution of the daisity of carriers (a) created in the InGaAs laya as a fhction of  nonrcsmant excitation 
intensity (P,). Column f gives the fiaaion of the cnagy that is canvatcd into &ers trappcd in the 
InGaAs layer. DQw gives the numba of stata avùlable pcr cm2 in a quantum well. Dw gives the numba 
of States available in the graund state of a population of quantum dots with the samc areal density as the 
Island density of sample IR and finally ND gives the average number of carriers containad in a givcn 
quantum dot at any tirne. Abrorptim coefficient of I .Ox IO' cm-' . carria lif-e of 1 .O ns and intalevel 
xparations of 50 mcV wcre assumai. 

by two orders of magnitude for a quantum weii compared to a quantum dot layer. 

In order to relate the level of excitation used m our experiments to DQw and DoD, an 

estimate of the average carrier density (a) created in the strauied InGaAs hyer is 

calculated. The integrated PL intensity (1,) of each spectnim in Figure V-5 is assumed to 

be proportional to the fiaction ''f" of carriers captured in the layer, and that for a very low 



intensity 'Y'' can be estimated f?om optical constants given in the literat~re'~ and show in 

table V-5. 

Table V-5 

Optical parameters for GaAs useci to eniluate the absorption in sarnple IR unda CW excitation. 

where Ex, is the excitation energy of the laser. n and k are respectively the real and 

imaginary part of the refractive index. and a is the absorption coefficient in GaAs at Exc. 

From these parameters a reflection of 38% at the sample surface is obtained. Next. ushg 

the absorption coefficient the rernaining intensw at the strained layer and at midpoint 

between the two InGaAs layers is obtained. Assuming that the island iayer captures the 

electron-hole pairs created in the GaAs barrier betwen these two points (sec inset of 

Figure V-7). and that carrien created in the cap iayer recombine non-radiatively before 

they can be captured, one concludes that for low excitation 19% of the incident radiation 

is transformed in carrien that will fall in the çtrained iayer. Therefore f is set equai to 0.19 

at the lowest excitation intensity (3.7 pW), as can be seen in Table V-4. Figure V-7 shows 

the wavelength integrated radiated output power as a fùnction of the incident excitation 

intensity. At high intensities, the relationship between P,, and 1, ceases to be hew, and 

clearly f can not be considered independent of the laser excitation power. A correction for 

this non-iinearity can be calculated assuming that the to ta1 radiated power fiom the 



CW excitation 
E =2.% eV 

exc 

P (Wlcm') 
exc 

tntegrated radiation intensity output of the sample as a funaion of excitation power intaisity; the fine is a 
guide to the eye. The insa shows the structure of the sample and the [Unit of the carria capture regions 
for both InGaAs layas present in the sample. 

strained Iayer is proportional to both the excitation Uiiensity and the h t i o n  of carriers 

capture4 1, ( P, ) cc P, f ( P,) . Using the result for 3.7 p W as a re ference, the 

effective hction captureci can be estimated as 



where f is the fiaction of the total c h e r  population created that is captured in the island 

layer, 1- is the integrated intensity emined 6om the island layer, P,, is the laser excitation 

power and A3.7pW) is given by 0.1 9. The resulting values off are presented in Table V-4. 

Finally a. the average areal carrier density created in the layer. is O btained by comput ing 

the product @(Pa) r . where O( Pa) is the carrier generation function given by 

p, @(Pa) = -f(P,) E' with E,, the energy of each individual photon in the laser 

bearn, and s is the carrier Lifetinae in the dots. The latter is estimated at f .O ns as will be 

shown by the tirne-resolved experiments presented iater in this chapter. By comparing 

columns 3 and 4 in Table V-4, it can be seen that even at the highest excitation intensity. 

the number of carriers generated is clearly insutncient to saturate the conduction band 

ground state of a quantum wek 

Also. dividing <r by the island areal density, one can obtain ND. the average number 

of electron-hole pairs per dot present in the layer at any given tirne. This quantity is listed 

in the last column of Table V-4. From these numbers. it is seen that the twofold 

degenerate ground state of the dots become saturated at P, = 45 w/cm2. The oext state 

is fourfold degeneme and becornes saturated at an excitation intensity of 250 ~ l c m ' ,  and 

so on until the 30 available electron-hole States becorne completely saturated for an 

excitation htensity of 1.5 kw/cm2. Clearly, the excitation levels used here are consistent 

with saturation effécts in a quantum dot layer and completely inconsistent with saturation 

effects in a quantum weU layer (monolayer fluctuations). M e r  complete saturation has 



been reached (Le 30 carriers per dot are created), excess carriers are simply forced to 

dwell in unbound states such as the wetting layer states. 

The detailed temperature dependence of the PL ernission spectmn, in the hi& 

opticai excitation regime (where higher energy lines can be observed). was obtained and 

the evo lut ion of the emission spectnim is shown in Figure V-8. It is clear fiom the figure 

that as the temperature is increasd, the number of high energy satellites is reduced. This 

quenching effect starts with the highest energy peak and progressively moves towards the 

lower lymg peaks as the temperature is i n c r e d  such that at T=225K, or@ the low 

energy n=l transition can be observed. This temperature dependence is typical of electron- 

hole paLs localized in deep confining potentials with excited states. For excitons localized 

in shallow minima originating fiom ML fluctuations, one would expect the lower energy 

transitions to be quenched at much lower temperatures depending on the localization 

potential (typically a few tens of ~ e l ~ i s ~ ) .  It should also be emphasized that a PL signal 

was detected up to room temperature with a modest excitation power density of 

200~/crn*. This is a clear indication that Stranski-Krastanow growth is capable of 

producing QDs of very high optical quality with very few nonradiative recombirÿition sites 

present. The red shift observecl as the temperature is increased reflects the reduction of the 

bandgap with temperature. The quenchuig effect obse~ed at high temperntures can be 

understood simply by the thermionic emission of the photocarriers out of the QD into the 

wett ing layer material. From the calculat ion O f section V. 1, the energy Merence between 



E 
exc 

= 2.54 eV 

Energy (eV) 



the various levels and the wetting layer continuum ("activation energy") are: AE 1 . ~ 1  - 249 

meV, AE2.wl - 207 meV and, bE3.,i- 165 meV. Therefore, a deeper confinement clearly 

leads to thermal quenchlig at higher temperature. 

To summante the C W excitation PL results, the transition energy spacing observed 

is consistent with excited state emission of quantum dots, the excitation power densities 

used are consistent with saturation effects in a quantum dot layer as opposed to a quantum 

weli layer. and the successive quenchuig of the transition lines as a function of temperature 

is consistent with excited state emûsion fkom an ensemble of quantum dots. 

For ernission originating fiom quantum dot excited States, the luminescence intensity 

of each line depends on two main fiictors: the s u b h d  degeneracy and the inter-sublevel 

dymmics. Changing ikom CW to puised excitation conditions is expected to have an effect 

on the carrier dynamics for dinerent reasons. For example. exciting the sample with high 

peak power short laser puises can create a high density electron-hole p h m a  in the wetting 

layer. It has been shown that such a 2D electron-hole gas in the v i c w  of a quantum dot 

can affect the inter-sublevel dynamics by means of Auger interactions8'. This is a situation 

similar to the one presented in Figure IV-6. Also, irrespective of the dominant relaxation 

process, in C W operation the cimiers lost by radiaiive recombination are nplenished by 

the constant flow of new caniers created. In contnist, for pulsed excitation the initial 

population is allowed to decay cornpletely so that each dot becomes empty before its 



carrier population is replenished. Each situation gives rise to diffierent results. 

The PL experiments presented in Figure V-5 were repeated using a mode-locked 

YAG pumped dye laser system as an excitation source. with 10 ps laser pulse impinging 

on the sarnple at a repetition rate of 76 MHz. Figure V-9 shows the intensity dependence 

of the PL spectnim obtained under these excitation condit ions. Once again the emergence 

of higher energy emission is O bserved as the excitation intensity is increased. 

In order to ver@ if the excitation levels used are consistent with saturation of 

quantum dot States. the carrier density created in the dot layer is calculated foilowing the 

method used for CW excitation The following optical parameters found in the iiterature" 

are used 

Table V-6 

Optical parameters of GaAs used to evaluate the absorption in sample IR under pulsed excitation. 

where the same symbol definitions as before are used. Figure V-10 shows the integrated 

PL intensity as a function of average excitation power for pulsed excitation. There is again 

evidence of saturation in the fiaction of carriers captured and this effect can be corrected 

in the sarne f'ashion as descnbed earlier. The capture efficiencies ( f) thus obtained are iisted 

m Table V-7, dong with the correspondhg excitation powen. It k worth noting that the 

populations created by two consecutive pulses will not overlap since the carrier Lifetime 

(-1 .O ns) is much shorter than the repetition time of the laser (-1 3 ns). 



P ursed excitation 

1 .O0 1 .O5 1.10 1.15 1.20 1.25 1.30 1.35 

Energy (eV) 

Evolutim of the low temperature (4 K) anission specftum with the excitation intcnsity for pulsed 
excitation. The laser energy was set at 1 -968 eV with a rcpetiticm rate of 76 MHz and pulsewidth of - 10 
PS* 



Significant information is therefore containeci in a,, the carrier density created per 

pulse. and in NpD, the average number of carriers created per pulse per dot. Both 

quantities are iisted in Table V-7 as a function of average excitation power. As can be seen 

fiom the results liste4 for ail excitation intensities studied here, the carrier density created 

by a laser pulse is less that the density of States avaikble for the ground state of a quantum 

weil. However, fiom these calculations it is predicted that the quantum dot ground state 

Intcgratcd samplc output intcnsity as a functim of average cxcitatim 
powa for p u l d  excitation. The lint is a guide to the eye. 



Table V-7 

Evolution of the dmsity of amiers  (op) aeated by each puise in the strained L n G h  layer as 
hinction of excitation intaisity (P,). Colurnn f giver the ûaction of the mugy that ir a m v ~ c d  into 
carriers ûapped in the laycr, Dw gives the number of na<= available ps an2 in a quantum well. DQo 
g i v a  the n u m k  of -tes available in the gound -te of a population of qwturn dots with the same 
amal dcnsity as the Island dcnsity of sample IR and tinally Nm gives the average n u m k  of carriers pcr 
dot reaching the layer a A a  each pulse. 

should becorne saturated for excitation intensities of 25w/cm2 and higher. Thus. the 

results presented in Table V-7 are consistent with an interpretation in tenns of quantum 

dot emission This confimis the conclusion reached with the steady-state excitation PL 

rneasurement S. 

So fàr, the saturation ef3ects observed in the PL spectra obtained Corn CW and 

pulsed excitation experiments have been discussed separately. In the fouowing section, the 

two series of experiments are compared and a detailed andysis in terms of state-Wg 

dynamics is presented. 



When cornparhg the results of CW excitation (Figure V-5) with the results of pulsed 

excitation (Figure V-9). two striking dserences can be O bserved: 1- In the case of pulsed 

excitation. the amplitude of an excited state peak never becomes higher than that of a 

lower IeveL and the ground state emission remauis strongest at d excitation intensities. 2- 

excited state emission is observed for lower average excitation powers in the pulsed case. 

For example, the 25 w/cm2 spectnim in Figure V-9 clearly shows ernission f?om the first 

three levels. while a comparable spectnrm. O btained for 14 w/crn2 and presented in Figure 

V-5, shows negligible excited state emission. 

The second observation can be explained in the following way. For a similar average 

excitation intensity, the time average number of a m e n  created in a dot should be similar 

for both experinaents. Ho wever. in the pulsed excitation case all carriers t h  would have 

been created over a penod of 13 ns are now created within 10 ps. before radiative 

recombination takes place. This causes higher excited States to be occupied in view of 

Pauli's exclusion principle. This explains why excited state ernission is observed for lower 

average excitation p w e n  in the pulsed case. 

In order to explain the first observation., a mode1 of the carrier dynamics is 

developed that wiii aiiow us to compare the relative intensities of the emission lines for 

both PL experiments. In the discussion that foilows, it is assumed that the inter-sublevel 

relaxation rate is infinite (Le. y, = a) so that the carriers in the dot relax instantaneously 

to the lowest energy configuration An example of such a configuration is shown in Figure 



V-1 l for a dot filled with 9 electron-hole pairs. In the case of non-resonant excitations 

audied here. the electrons and holes are created in the barrier region The carriers will 

then diffuse near a quantum dot with a time TD and get captured at a rate given by yc. 

Since one expects the reiaxation time of the carriers to increase with the energy difference 

between the initial and final statesB2, carriers are more Eely to first enter the dot by 

occupying the highest excited state, and then relax to the ground state in a sequentd way. 

In this case. one wodd expect to observe excited state luminescence at low excitation 

power, which is not the case as seen in Figure V-5. This can be explained if the inter- 

sublevel relaxation rate is much fister than the radiative recombination rate. Indeed the 

luminescence intensity for a given excited state is proportional to Y ~ ~ ( ~ ~ L + Y R A D ) .  This 

fàctor becomes negligible if yw~<yISL, and excited state luminescence can be observed 

ody if y i s ~  is comparable to y-. Since no excited state emission is observed at low 

excitation intensities. the above condition is believed to be true in empty quantum dots, 

which justifies the approximation yls~-cc. Also, based on Pauli's exclusion principle this 

relaxation rate is set to zero when ail the states at lower energies are occupied. The above 

assumptions define the state-fiiiing approximation 

The CW excitation experknt is fun modeled in this iirnit. Defining I, as the 

nurnber of e,-h, recombination observed per second, one has 

where the sum extends up to a maximum carier population of 30 (see Figure V-4). 1,' is 

the nurnber of e,-h, recombination observed given the dot contains 'Y' electron-hole pairs 



degeoeracy 

degenency 

Schematiu of a typical InGaAs quantum dot !?!lei with 9 elatron-hole pairs. The y, arc the radiative 
rccombination rates for a pair in lcvcl i. while y l s ~  reptesents the inter-sublcvcl relaxation rate. Each filled 
circlc stands for a state oavpied by an elcccron. h i l e  open circla represait hola. 

and N, is the total number of dots containing 'Y' pairs in the ensemble probed. To 

estimate N, the only available quantity is N ,  . the average r.mber of pairs per dot. 

Assuming the probability of a particular dot to contain n pairs can be calculated nom a 



known distribution around a mean ND, equation V-17 cm be written as 

where PrNo represents the probability of a given dot to contain n pairs given an average of 

ND pairs per dot, and N, is the total number of dots probed. Il can therefore be 

calculated assuming one can estimate P,N" and Ilr in a way that is consistent with the 

conditions of a steady state excitation. 

The probability fùnction P> is obtained by considering that at any 

instant it maps a binomial distribution obtained when one throws a total of N (= ND N ,  ) 

objects in N ,  boxes, with the objects having an qua1 probability of falling in any box. 

Thus 

and in the iimit N ,  + a , this reduces to a Poisson distniution and one obtainsB3 

Note that this distn'bution is not defined for 6 0  which is consistent with the k t  that a dot 

cannot contain a negative number of cimiers. 

Next, the definition of I r  is based on the k t  that the number of photons emitted 

f?om a given ei-h, transition is given by the nurnber of electron-hole pairs in level i times a 

constant radiative recombination rate y ,  . The rnatrix elements Ilr is simply given by 



where N,' is the number of electron-hole pairs in level i and can be detennined as foliows 

for a dot fiiled with r pain: 

where g, is the degeneracy of the i& energy IeveI, and go = O has been introduced so that 

this definition of Ntr can be appiied to the ground state. As an example of how to use 

equation V-22. consider the situation of Figure V-1 I where n=9, g,=2. g&. g3=6. In this 

case the ground state is completely nUed since (n=9) > ( g + g ,  = 0+2) (i-e. condition b is 

tme) and 1; = y ,  N P  = y ,g, . The fïrst excited state is also completely filied suice (n=9) > 

( g0fgl +a = 0+2+4) and I: = g, y ,  . The second excited state is only haif filied as there 

are only three pairs left after f i h g  the first two levels. while 6 states are available and 

therefore I: = 3y, .  The fourth and fifth confined levels are empty and 1; = I I  = O. Thus. 

equation V-21 combined with the set of d e s  V-22 aiiow us to determine the radiateci 

intensities for each transition considered, provided the radiative recombination rates ( y,  ) 

are kno wn. To determine these panimeters precisely. t ime-dependent experiments are 

necessary. and resuhs of such experiments are presented in the w a  section However. as 

will be explalied shortiy, only an estirnate for y ,  is obtained while other rates remain 

unknown. As a starting point, for this discussion it is sirnply assumed that the e,-h, 



raâiative recombination rates are qua1 for aU i. 

In the case of the pulsed excitation experiments. one can consider that the effect of 

each pulse is independent, as mentioned before. An equation analogous to V- 17 c m  

therefore be expressed as 

where 1, is the the nurnber of e,-h, recombination observed per second. R is the laser 

repetition rate. 1; is the nurnber of e,-h, recombinations obsewed per pulse in a dot filled 

with r pairs. and N, is the number of dots fiüed with r pairs after each laser pulse. 

Expanding N, as before one gets 

where P,"" is the probability of ha- a dot fiiied with r pairs given an average of N ,  

pairs per pulse per dot are created in the layer. and N ,  is the total nurnber of dots 

pro bed. 

The de finition of P:?~ is O btained by considering that for each puise impinging on 

the sarnple, one distributes randomly N (= N, N, ) pairs in N ,  boxes. This pro blem 

is simikr to the one considered in the steady state excitation case with N ,  replacing 

N D .  Thus. P / ? D  is given by 

The calculation of the matrix elernents I i  is more cornplex in the case of pulsed 



excitation Here, one cannot consider the number of dots with population n to remah 

constant since each dot is allowed to empty itself completely before the next carrier supply 

arrives. Let us consider one of these dots filleci with r pairs shortiy afler a pulse reaches 

the sample surface. A few instants later, a number of carriers have recornbined radiatively 

(non-radiative decay is neglected in view of the resuits of Figure V-8) ieaving only k 

electron hole pairs in the dot. The probability of the next event to be an e,-h, 

recombination is given by Q: = ~ , ' / k .  the proportion of pairs in level i ,  and the total 

number of el-h, recombination is therefore given by 

where one has to sum the number of photons emitted tiom level i for al1 successive total 

populations until the dot is empty. For example. in the situation presented by Figure V- 1 1 

the first recombination event rnight produce a photon of energy E l .  E ,  or E, with 

probabilities of Q: = 219. Q; = 419 and Q: = 319 respectively. The next event produces 

a photon of similar energies with probabilities Q: = 218, Q: = 418 and Q: = 2/8 and so 

ori, One obtains 

Using a simikr method the rnatrix elements 1; can be calculated, and using definition V- 

25 for p,Nr0 one can compute the intensities of emitted photons with equation V-24. 



n i e  results of the calfulations for both the CW and pulsed excitation case are 

presented in Figure V- 12 for average populations of 20 pairs or less per dot. In the case of 

steady state excitation one can see that the ground state and fjrst excited state are 

expected to show absolute saturation of their emission intensities for populations of 3 

pairs per dot and 8 pairs per dot respectively. This effect is not observed in the actual 

experiment even for average populations much higher than those included in the 

calculation. as can be seen in Figure V-13a In the calculation it was assumai that the dot 

population is excited unifody. In real experirnents, the gaussian profile of the laser beam 

will always create an incrensing nuinber of carriers in the tail of the bearn profile where the 

dots are not fïiied, and this prevents the absolute saturation of the luminescence as  a 

function of intensity. Also. carriers created in a region where aii dot nates are occupied 

can diffuse laterally and eventuaily be trapped in an ernpty dot at the edge of the beam 

profile. This means that an ever increasing dot population is probed as  the excitation 

intensity is increased. Again, this effect prevents absolute saturation of the emission 

F d y .  the inter-sublevel relaxation rate should becorne slower as the number of States 

available in the lower level decreases. If the slower rate becornes comparable to the 

radiative rate. a situation is reached where the average nurnber of carriers in a lower level 

raies with the total number of carriers in the dot, thus preventing an absolute saturation 

of the emission, 

Comparing the relative emission intensities at No* in figure V-134 it can be seen 

that the e2-L and e3-h3 lines have similar intensities, as well as the el-hi and 

transitions. while es-h5 is the weakest ernission he. niis situation is s imi la r  to the one 



predicted for an average population of 12 electron-hole pairs per dot. as presented in 

Figure V- 12a. Therefore. it seems that the capture ratio has been overestimated. The 

biggest source of error in the calculation offis the capture range which was arbitrarily set 

at midpoint between the dot layer and the quantum weli. This range depends on the 

diffusion length and might in fàct not extend this fm korn the quantum dot layer. An error 

of a factor of three would correspond to a capture range of about 14 nm. 

In Figure V- 12a one c m  see that ground date emission is expected to be dominant 

for an average number of dots of 3.5 or les. Above 3.5 the fht excited state shows 

strongest emission until the second excited state reaches the same level of emission at I 1 

carriers per dot. This successive importance of one of the emission lines is also observed in 

Figure V 4 3 a  and is typical of a state-fXng effects. Each tirne a level is fiiied. excess 

carriers are forced to dweli in higher States causing the emergence of a new emission line. 

lnspecting Figure V-13b à can be seen that in the p h d  case the emission of an 

excited state never becomes stronger than that of a lower level. This is in contrast wiâh the 

case of steady state excitation and is in good agreement with the calculations. The rnodel 

qualitatively predicts the observed evolution for excitations up to 15 carriers per dot at 

which point a discrepancy may be observeci fkom the k t  that the emission of the nrst 

excited sate is expected to exceed that of the grouiid state. This inaccuracy suggests that 

the recombination rate of the excited state is lower than that of the ground state. This is 

consistent with the observation that the relative intensity 1, 11, observed in Figure V- 13a 

tends to approach a ratio greater than g, / g ,  = 112 . Also. the calculation predicts alrnost 



b )  
P ulsed excitation 

Calculatcd mission intcnsities for the transition lincs observeci in sample IR as a fiindion of a) average 
dot population for steady statc excitation, and b) average nurnber of pairs per dot pa pulse created. 
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Measured mission intmsities fot the transition l ina  of samplc IR as a function of a) average dot 
population for stcady statc excitation. and b) average numbcr of pairs pcr dot pa pulse created. 



no emission fiom a transition unless the lower leveis are Med. In the actual experiment 

however, higher level emission is observed for occupation numbers much lower than those 

necessary to completely ûiî the lower levels. For example. consider q-b emission in 

Figure V- 13b for which the emission is signifcant for N, 4 2  whereas it should be 

ahost negligible according to Figure V- 12b. This observation is consistent with restncted 

inter-subleveI transfer rates when the number of final States availabIe decreases. 

The discussion of section V-2 can be summarized as folows: 

1 - The transition energy spacing observed are consistent with an ensemble of 

quantum dots. 

2- The progressive Ne of higher energy lines is inconsistent with segregated 

inhomogeneous broadening of any type. 

3- The excitation power densities used for the CW PL e x p e h n t s  are consistent 

with saturation effects in a layer of quantum dots. 

4- The temperature dependence of the PL spectnim is inconsistent with a QW layer 

with ML fluctuations. 

5- The cornparison of transition intensitites as a fùnction of excitation power for PL 

spectra obtained with CW and pulseci excitation is consistent with a simple state-tilling 

model, with possible restricted inter-sublevel transfer rates be fore the dots becorne 

completely M. 



K 3 Time-Resol ved Photoluminescence 

As discussed in section V-2. ail of the observations extracted fiom the experimental 

results can be explained in ternis of state-Wg dynamics. This section presents t he -  

resolved experiments on sample IR to probe the dynamics of carrier relaxation more 

directly. 

n i e  measurements are performed using the up-conversion set-up of Figure I I I 4  

The sarnple was excited using a YAG purnped dye laser system with the laser energy set at 

1.968 eV. During each experiment the sample was kept at 4.2 K. The La03 crystal 

aiiowed phase rnatching over a range of -20 rneV so that each individual peak was 

monitored in separate successive experiments ushg the method presented in chapter III. 

The tirne-dependent trace for each PL peak is shown in Figure V-14 for an average 

excitation intensity of 50 w/cm2. The decay part of each curve was empiricdy Wed to a 

single exponential function of the fom ~ e - ~ '  in order to extract a decay time constant. The 

ground state as weii as the first and second excited state do not seem to show a single 

exponentiai decay, but for the dynamic range permiaed by the experiment. deviations fiom 

the trial h c t i o n  were smalL The same procedure was apptied for two other excitation 

int ensit ics, namely 5 w/cm2 and 1 .3 x 1 o3 w/cm2. 

The time decay constants thus o btained are summarized in Figure V- 1 5 .  From these 

resuits, one concludes that the decay time of a given luminescence peak speeûs up as 
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Time Delay (ps) 

Time dccay of the w i o u s  transitions obtained by upconvasion at 4 K. The ocpairnent rnaiiton an 
magy bandwith of -20 meV ccntacd on the peaks pracntcd in Figure V-9. A anstant o f k t  was addcd 
to somc of the curva for clarity. 
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Summary of the decay tirne constants obtained for the various transitions (n=l to n=S) at différent 
excitation power densities. 

higher energy h e s  are probed and as the intensity of  excitation is decreased. These 

observations are consistent with state füling effects in a quantum dot supporthg a number 

of excited States. In this approximation, the photocarriers are quickly captured in quantum 

dots and relax to the lowest energy configuration (see Figure V- 1 1 ). Mer this initial step, 

and neglecting non-radiative recombination, the carriers can relax either by radiative 

recombination or inter-sublevel relaxation, except for carriers in the gro und state w hic h 

can decay by radiative recombination oniy. When a recombination event occurs. it creates 



an empty state. This empty state is eventually Wed by a carrier coming fiom a higher 

energy level which in turn leaves an empty state in this higher level. This cascade stops 

when the highest occupied level loses a carrier which cannot be replaced. Thus the state 

îïUing effect explains the temporal behavior o h e d ,  Le. shorter decay times for higher 

levels. A h ,  the non-single exponential decay of lower energy levels is caused by the 

constant supply of carriers coming &om higher states. 

From the above discussion, the cascade obsewed in Figure V- 14 implies a carrier 

transfer between the dinerent states. For segregoteci inhomogemus broadening of the 

type s h o w  in Figure V-6c, a transfer of carriers between the different families of islands 

cannot be achieved7'. Therefore, any interpretation of the resuhs in ternis of segregated 

inhomogeneous broadening has to be rejected for sample IR 

The excitation intensity dependence cm be understood if one assumes that the 

relaxation rates are reduced as the nurnber of avaiiable states in lower leveis decreases. 

For lower exciton intensities the average occupation probability of a given state decreases. 

and the number of decay channels avaiiable for carriers in excited states becornes higher, 

hence the observed decay times are shorter. 

According to the numbers of Table V-7, at 5 and 50 w/cm2 the average initial 

population of a quantum dot is 1.8 and 4.9 electmn-hole pairs respectively. Therefore, in 

the case of low excitation power densities, some of the excited states are initially empty. In 

ibis case the decay time of the highest occupied level approaches the inter-sublevel 

relaxation the. For 5 w/cm2 excitation, the decay tirne of the n=3 level is 3 1 0 ps, and if 

one considen a sequential picture in which carriers can only decay to the next lowest 



level. this time is an estimate of the n=3 to n=2 inter-sublevel relaxation t h .  With the 

above interpretation the experimental rise times are also expected to become slower as 

the excitation intensiîy is increased. However, defining the rise tirne a s  the tirne necessary 

to increase the luminescence intensity fkom 10% to 90% of the maximum, aii rise times are 

found to be equal within the experimental resolution (3 51 1 0 ps). 

As the excitation intensity is lowered one expects the carrier r e m  to becorne 

negligible, even for the ground state. For an excitation power density of 5 w/crn2, table V- 

7 gives an average dot population of 1.8 electron-hole pairs, which means that for this 

excitation level the ground state is not saturated. The decay time observed in this 

condition suffers fiom iittle refill fiom higher States, and is attributed entirely to n= 1 

radiative recombination events. The value of r ,  is therefore estimated at 1.0 ns 

( y ,  = 109s-' ) nom the results of Figure V-15. A precise determination of other radiative 

and inter-sublevel relaxation rates fiom the available information is not possible. A 

modeling of the non-resonant experiments presented in this section would involve too 

many unknown parameters to yield accurate results. To obtain good values for dl the 

radiative rates and ail the inter-sublevel relaxation rates, resonant excitation experirnents 

would be required. For example, creating the Carriers resonantly in the n=2 level would 

greatly restrain the nurnber of parameters involved and would aüow a good determination 

of the n=2 to n=l relaxation rate dong with the n=2 radiative relaxation rate. Such 

resonant experhenîs proved more chdienging with sarnple IR in view of the low 

luminescence signal obtained for such experimental conditions. This aspect is left for 

future investigations. 



Every me8sufement p e r f o d  so far on sample LR reveals a fast inter-subievel 

dynamics that is not restricted due to the discrete density of states. The inter-level 

relaxation cm be supported mahly by three mechanisms: LA phonon emission, LO 

phonon emission and Auger scattering. Once again, the reaâer is referred to Figure IV-6 

for an iiiustration of these processes. 

Relaxation rates between a set of two discrete Ieveis have been considered fkom a 

theoretical point of view in the literature. Bockelmann et al. have studied a quantum dot 

made of an Irio ~.IG& 53As/lnP weii in the z-direction and infinite M e r s  in the x-y plane. 

In a 6rst calculation. ody LA phonons are considered and the contribution of LO and 

Auger scattering is negiected69. The results of the calculation for a Lanice temperature of 4 

K show that a minimum scattering tirne of -1  ns is achieved for an energy level separation 

of 1 .O meV. For higher energy separation, the scattering rate is quickly quenched and 

becomes negligible (scattering time > 10 ns) for an energy separation of 2 meV. Thus, fast 

inter-sublevel dynamics in sample iR cannot be explained by LA phonon ernission 

Inoshita and sakakiB2 have considered the case of LO phonon emission for a 

parabolic Ga& quantum dot. In their caiculation, transitions involvuig one LO and one 

LA phonon are considered. The resuhs for low temperatures show that rekucation rates of 

the order of -10 ps are achieved if the energy level separation is qua1 to the energy of one 

LO phonon with a tolerance of 2 meV. in sample LR, phonons with an energy of 30 rneV 

(InAs- like) and 3 6 meV ( GaAs- like) are available. Thus, relaxation between conduc t ion 

band states can be achieved via LO phonon emission since the energy separation of 28 

rneV closely matches the InAs-like phonon energy. 



Auger scattering can also contribute significant ly to the inter-mblevel relaxation 

Using the same system as for the LA phonon relaxation calculation, Bockrlmann et al. 

have considered the interaction of a carrier trapped in the W excited state of a quantum 

dot with a surrounding 2D electron- ho le plasmaa'. This situation is of relevance in the case 

of self-assembled dots for which the carriers trapped in a dot can interact with the carrien 

trapped in the weaing layer. At low teniperatures, the calculation predicts retaxation times 

lower than 10 ps for an energy level separation of 40 meV with a plasma density of the 

order of 2x1 0'' cm-2. Given the densities estimated in Table V-7, Auger scattering may 

play a significant roie in the inter-sublevel relaxation. Other types of Auger interactions 

hvolving energy transfer between an electron and a hole trapped in the same dot have 

been invoked to explain efficient relaxation? In experiments. rise times of the QD 

ernissio n for a self-assembled syst ern subject to no n-reso nant excitation was reporteda' to 

shorten from 90 ps to 30 ps around a transition excitation intensity of 10 w/crn2. This 

eEect was attributed to Auger scattering at higher excitation intensities. 

In this sectioa TRPL experiments using non-resonant excitation were performed on 

sample IR The results have shown Mer decay rates for higher Ievels and lower excitation 

intensities. Both observations codd be explained in te- of state-filling effects h an 

ensemble of quantum dots with exc ited state ernission 



The zero-dimensional nature of the sheii structure in sample VI was demonstrated by 

direct probllig of the discrete density of states as a function of temperature. Sirnilar 

conclusions were reached by monitoring the evo lution of the inhornogeneously broadened 

emission h e  as a tùnction of rnagnetic field up to 40 TM for quantum dots with a single 

bound state. 

In the case of sample IR both theory and experiment are consistent with the 

presence of a degenerate electronic sheU structure with excited states. Much work has 

k e n  devoted to understand unusual behavior of excitons in strong rnagnetic 

fields 43.U.87.88.89.90 . More specificdy, for self-assembled dots the degeneracy of the energy 

sheiis is partidy liAed by the application of a rnagnetic field perpendicular to the plane of 

the island~'~, and this is expected to have an effect on the emission spectnim The 

magnetic field dependent single particle energy spectrum of a lens-sbape quantum dot was 

O btained in chapter two (equation 11-3 I ), and Figure V- 1 6 presents the results O btained 

using the oxihtor fiequency o calculated in section V- 1 9'. The energy axis reflects the h- 

plane degrees of fieedorn At zero magwtic field, carrien canying the same number of 

quanta have degenerate energies and can be labeled according to a single level index as 

introduced earlier in section V- 1. As the magnetic field is increased, the energy of the nght 

handed and left handed quanta are progressively split so that one m w  needs to speciQ the 

nwnber 
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Evolution of the bound state aiagies as a function of magnctic field At O Tesla, the States art laheled 
according to the statc index n, while for highcr magnctic fields it is more corivenient to use the circular 
polarharion index n, and n. as shown in parenthesis for the cunduction band States. The magnctic field 
partialty l i f b  the dcgcncracy of the shcll stnichuc, but fm @fit values of the magnctic field a partial 
tcstoration of the shell dcgamacy can bc obscrvcd. The lowtst allowed optical transitions are indicated by 
atrows. 



of quanta in eûch polarizat ion The most striking feature of the diagram is that for specific 

values of the magnetic field, a partial reconstruction of the shell degeneracy can be 

observed. This effect occurs around values of 11.5 T for the conduction band and 7.2 T 

for the valence band. This behavior of the sheii structure should be reflected in the 

recornbination s p e c t m  and the arrows indicate the five optically allowed transitions with 

the lowest energy. To obtain the evolution of the emission lines as a fùnction of magnetic 

field. equation V- 14 can be written in terms of circularly polarized oscillators: 

E& = E~ + E,,, + E$ + E: + n+~(nf + nr)+ nh(0 .b  + R?) V-25 

where Q" is dehed in equation 11-30 using the appropriate effective masses and 

oscillator fiequency given in section V- 1. Figure V-17 shows the evolution of the emission 

h e  for the five lowest radiative transitions as a function of xnagnetic field. At zero field. 

only three transitions are observed because of the degeneracy of the lower bound states. 

For intermediate fields ( 4 5  T) there are now f i e  distinct emission peaks cornhg fiom 

five distinct energy levels each having a degeneracy of two due to spin. For strong fields 

around 10 T. the ihird and fourth emission Line mage into a single emission line so that 

only four emission iines can be observed. This peak reconstruction effect is typical of 

emission orighting fiom quantum dots with excited state. Ground state ernission 

originating fiom dinennt fàmilies of quantum dots or ML fluctuations of a quantum well 

codd not produce such a reconstruction since the weaker -tic interaction would 

produce a uniforni shift of the emission towards higher energies fbr all lines. Stronger 

Zeeman interaction producing M s  in opposite directions for the emission h e s  can be 

0bse~ed  if states with opposite circular pohrizition are present. 
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Evolution of the magy of the lowest radiative transitions as a fiuiction of the 
magnetic field. Those iransitims were hdicated by arrows in Figure V- 16. 



Magneto-Photoluminescence spectra of sample IR are obtained using the set-up of 

Figure V-18. The q l e  is placed in an 200 series Oxford Instrument dilution refkigerator 

in between superconducting coil magnets and kept at a temperature of approximately 4 K. 

ï h e  YAG pumped pulsed dye laser is used as an exchation source with a photon energy of 

1.968 eV; the laser beam is reflected on the surface of a diode edge filter and coupled to a 

mukirnode fiber with a core radius of 100 )im The other end of the fiber is placed directly 

above the surtàce of the ssmple (- 0.1 mm distance) in the cryostat. The sample ernission 

is coiiected through the same fiber, and dispersed by the 0.64m spectrometer. The photons 

were detected with the cooled Ge detector us& a standard synchronous detection 

scheme. The fiber transmission was measured iiadependently at room temperature in the 

detection range and the result was used to correct the sample emission spectra O btained. 

The resulting spec- for magnetic fields ranging h m  O to 13 T. are shown in 

Figure V- 19. At zero field, the three lowest transitions are clearly observed with an 

intensity ratio typical of CW excitation with an average of approximately 8 excitons per 

dot (comparing with the results of figure V-5 and table V-4). The k t  that the spectm is 

not typical of pulsed excitation is attributed to the dispersion of the nber which 

signincantly broaden the laser pulses. Also, because it is not possible to access the sample 

end of the fiber that sits near the surface of the sample during the e x p e h n t  it is dBïcult 

to evaluate the excitation po wer density . 

For low magnetic fields, the ground state, first excited state and second excited state 

are populated with an estimate of 2,4 and 2 excitons respectivelv. This cüstricbution can be 

separated into 2 excitons each for the followkg States 1 n+ ,n-) = ~0.0).~0.1).~1.0),~0,2). As 
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Low temperame (4 K) mission spaainn of sample iR fa magnaic fields ranging fbm O to 13 T. The 
arrows tcntatively indicate the evolution of the transitiai aiergicl fa the five lowest cnergy states. 



the magnetic field is kreased, the ground date iine shows little variation in intensity or 

emission energy, except perhaps for a weak shift towards higher energies. On the other 

band, the higher ewrgy ernission iines progressively rearrange their emission energies as 

suggested by the arrows. As the field is increa.sed. the 1 0.1) and 1 1.0) transition h e s  are 

split and 'hiove" m oppsite directions, whiie the 10.2) transition is dispiaced almost 

pardel to the 1 0,l) transition. At intermediate fields of 9 T. these three inhornogeneously 

broaded emission Lines are equally spaced within -1 7 meV of each other so tbat none of 

them can be resolved and their emission merges in a very broad distribution For yet higher 

fields of - 1 2 T, the 1 1,0) and 1 0.2) transition energies become equal and well resolved 

emission peaks are recovered in a more compact energy range than for zero field. Also. 

one can see that the first excited state has lost amplitude with respect to the other two 

emission lines indicating a redistflibut ion O f the excito nic po puiat io n 

The observation of this peak reconstniction at 13 T over a more compact energy 

range is consistent with the predictions of Figure V- 1 7 if one considers that ody the four 

Iowest iines will contribute to the emission spectnim for a population of 8 excitons. This 

reconstruction was however expected for lower fields (-9.5 T), but t h  discrepancy cm 

easdy be expiaineci by the uncertainty in the valence band modeluig, which did not take 

into account anisotropic effkctive masses. 



In the fint section of this chapter, the mode1 of chapter two for leas shaped dots was 

slight ly ùnproved by considering h i t e  po tentiai walls. This improved calculation method 

was applied to the case of a typical dot of sample iR. The transition energy spacing thus 

obtained were found to be consistent with the experimentai results. 

Nea. after presenting the PL spectra for différent excitation power densities, several 

explanations were considered to explain the observation: monolayer fluctuations of a 

quantum well layer, familes of islands (segregated inhomogeneous broadening). quantum 

dots with excited aate emission in the phonon bottleneck or state-fihg regime. The peak 

reconstruction observed for the PL spec tm of sample IR under strong magnetic fields 

unambiguously proved that the higher energy ernission iines originate Grom transitions 

between quantum dot excited States. The same conclusion was reached by careful analysis 

of vario us measurements: excitation htensity dependence, temperature dependence and 

TEM rnicrographs. 

Finally, the the-reso lved measurements, sho wing a decay cascade fiom higher levels 

to lower levels. clearly showed that the dynamics is primarily dominated by state-filhg 

effects. This is confimied by a careful analysis of the intensity dependence of the ernission 

spectnim under dinerent excitation conditions. 



VI Conclusion 

In this work. self-assembled semiconductor islanâs produced by S transki-Krastano w 

growth were modeled and characterized. Two dBerent material systems were studied: 1 - 

& 4 ~ L n o  55As &lands imbedded in Ab 5 Ga 6)& emitting in the visible (sample VI) and 2- 

sGa~, islamls imbedded in GaAs emining in the dia-red (sample IR). From a cross- 

section TEM micrograph of  simple VI, the self-assembfed layer was seen to be composed 

of a series of 'Wck" (-5-6 nrn) lem-shaped ishds connected by a thin (-1.5-2 m) 

quantum weU layer. The plan view TEM image obtained for both samples revealed a plane 

of  more or Iess randomly cüstriiuted islands, with a base diameter varying by about 10% 

fiorn island to island. The mean diameter obtained for sample VI was 18 nxn, wMe a value 

of 36 nm was found for sample IR 

The structural properties of these islands were used to mode1 the electronic bound 

States in the InGaAdGaAs system in terms of  harmonie in-plane potentiai combineci with a 

square weii potential in the z-direction The h&l sefection d e  for opticai transitions 

was derived fiom this model yielding and ewrgy spacing of 42 meV between the 

transitions, in good agreement with the experimental resdt of 4 5 s  m V .  One should note 

that other research groups have obtained mail pyramidal shaped islands with a square 

base (I~AS)" or with an hexagonal base ( I ~ P / I ~ G ~ P ) ~ ' .  In such systems, the selection d e s  

obtained for the optical transitions are dinerent than for the d i a U y  symnietric dots, and 

higher energy lines observeci in the emission spectrum have been attributed to 



recombinations between ground state electrons and excited state holes. At this point it 

seems possible that the shape of the islands indeed depend on the composition and the 

amo unt of material deposited. More work involving systematic structurai c haracterization 

is needed to clan.@ this issue of the different shapes one can obtain in self-assembled 

systems. 

Also, It shodd be emphasized that the presence of at least fke " z e r o ~ n s i o n a l "  

bound states was predicted for sample LR, and experimental resuhs have confimied this 

prediction This is in contrast with the resuhs of sample VI for which no evidence of 

excited state emission could be observeci. This Werence can be attnbuted to the 

information provided by the TEM, whic h clearly dernonstrateci that the islands of sample 

VI were much d e r  than those of sample LR. This structural clifference impiies much 

bigger inter-sublevel spacings in sample VI, to the point that even the ntst excited state is 

an unbound state. 

FoUowing the investigation on the structurai properties of the samples. the bound 

states were probed by means of optical experiments. Our atîention was focused on 

establliing the dimensioaality of the island's density of states. To this effect, the emission 

Linewidth of "individual" dots was monitored as a fiiaction of temperature and the results 

conclusivcly showed thai the emission h e s  did not broaden as a -ion of temperature. 

thus pmvidmg strong evidence to the teroainiensional nature of the bound states m the 

islands. SUnilar d t s  were obtained independently by another group ushg 

cathodoluminescence measurements on InAdGaAs square pyramidal dots94, with the same 

conclusion king reached. The temporal behavior of carriers trapped in individual dots was 



also show to be independent of temperature, providing fùrther evidence of the zero- 

dimensionality of the bound states. Findly, the zero-dimensional properties of the islands 

was confimied through magneto-photoluminescence measurements done on sarnple 1R. 

Carriers trapped in the excited states with non-zero anguiar momentum states have show 

strong interaction with the magnetic field, as evidenced in the spectrum from the peak 

reconstruction occurrhg around 12T. This efféct was related to the Zeeman splining of 

the i n - p h  parabolic states, typical to quantum dots but not to structures of other 

dimensionalities. A smiilar experiment was performed concomitantiy on strained-induced 

GaAs dots with radial symmetry, and the resuhs have show the peak spiittiag typicai of 

non-zero angular rnomentum states9'. It w d d  be interest ing to compare these resuits with 

the case of pyramidal shaped quantum dots, since the ditrerent in-plane syrnmetry should 

yield difTerent level degeneracy and therefore different magneto-PL results. To the 

author's kwwledge, no such experiments or calcuiations are reported in the titerature at 

this tirne. S uch magneto-PL experirnents coupled with appropriate calcuiatio ns should in 

principle pro vide an additional way O f chanict erizing the shape O f the islands. 

With the dimensionality of the bound states weii estabikhed, the emphasis of the 

study was hirwd towards carrier dynamics m self-assembled dots. Because of the discrete 

nature of the bound states in quantum dots, eariy calculations based on phonon-mdiated 

relaxation predicted a very slow relawtion rate firom the higher energy states to the lower 

energy states (ref 50). It is miportant to mention that for both samples the observeci 

emission intensity of the quantum dot ground state was f o d  to be domliant at low 

excitation intensities, thus indicating efficient carrier relaxation, in contradiction with 



theo ret ical predict ions. Nevertheless, the reso nant excitation expeiiment s of c hapt er IV 

have undoubtedly shown that phonons do play an important role in the dynamics of 

carriers trapped in seif-assembled dots. A strong enhancement of the PL emission at 

energies corresponding to one LO phonon niode below the excitation energy was 

obsewed. In another investigation where pyramidal dot shapes were assumçd, other 

authors have assigneci similar phonon resonances in self-assemblecl dots to Raman 

scattering aod resonant relaxation fkom higher excited statesP6. However, this conclusion 

was reached without any the-dependant information. In ou. case the width of the 

resonances and the long tifetimes observed are inconsistent with a Raman efféct. Also. a 

fister decay time was observeci for remnant excitation, compared with the non-resonant 

excitation case, and this remains unexphed at the moment. However. abnormally high 

background emission was observed in temperature and powadependent micro-PL 

experiments (se fig. IV-2 and IV-8). Such a b n o d  background was also observed in 

97.98 micro-PLE expe~ntsandat1e8~finonecase(ref.97)theauthorspointedoutthis 

phenornenon that they could no t explain. These unexplained results could be related to the 

abnomial dynamics observed. 

The issue of restricted phonon relaxation was also investigated by means of t k -  

resolved measurements on sample IR. It was found that the decay time of the transition 

monitored sbortens as the level index pro bed is kreased and as the excitation hteasity is 

lowered. This effect was interpreted in tenns of state-Ming effects, where the relaxation 

tirne of an electron-hole pair towards the next lowest level is empty. However, this inter- 

sublevel relaxation time becomes much longer than the radiative Lifetime when the lower 



level is Wed with carriers. Furthermore, the relative weight of the transition lines O bserved 

in power dependent PL experiments showed satisfactory agreement with predictions 

obtained assuming the state-filling Limit for the carrier dynamics. Thus, once again the 

experiniental resuhs are in contradiction with models based on p ho non-assisted dynamics. 

For LA phown scattering, calculations show that the transfèr rate between levels becomes 

very s d  when the energy separation exceeds 2meV (ref 69). On the other hand, sub 

nanosecond scattering rates can be obtained by LO phonon emission oniy if' the inter- 

sublevel spacing is within 10% (-3 meV) of the phonon energy. One can compare these 

numbers with other experimentai resuhs where state-filling dynamics was obtained for 

strain-induced dots with level separations of 15 meV (ref 77), and evidence of the 

phonon-bottleneck was reported for dots with level separation of 75 rnevW. Cenainly in 

the first case, the level separation is much higher than the acceptable range for efficient 

acoustic phonon scattering, while too smaii to match LO phonon ewrgies of any kind. 

Alternatively, Auger scattering was proposeci to explain the efficient relaxatio~ but in 

view of the low excitation intensities generally used for the PL experiments this 

explanation remains doubtfd despite recent expehntal  evidence ( r d  85). 

Our tirne-resolved expiments have also enabled us to establish that the radiative 

lifétirne O f electron-ho le pairs trapped in the gro und state of sample IR is 1 .O ns or sho rter . 

Also, f?om the low inîeosity measurements an upper limit of 3 10 ps was obtained for the 

scattering t h e  b e e n  the n=3 and ri12 level. The precise determination of ail the inter- 

sublevel and ail the radiative relaxation rates would have required resonant excitation 

experiments to be perforrned. This was not achieved in this work and remallis an 



interest ing challenge for the fùture. 

In Summary, the optical properties of self-assembled quantum dots were 

investigated in this work. The results of structural characterization (TEM pictures) were 

used to mode1 the properties of the electronic States of the islands. Optical experiments 

were performed and successfidiy compared with theoretical results in a number of cases: 

temperature independent iinewidths, temperature independent Miethes, excited emission 

energy spacing and Zeeman effect. 

A number of the properties observeci remain either unexplained or unuivestigated. 

For example, the physics underlying the 6nite linewidth (Le. not uncertainty M d )  of 

single quantum dot emission liws is not weil understood at the present time. A h ,  the 

origin of phonon resonances observed in the PL spectra under resonant excitation and the 

presence of a broad background in some experiments couid not be satisfàctorily explained. 

As a kt example it shouid be rnontioned that a regular in-plane arrangements of the 

islands is necessary for many applications. as weli as a better control of the structurai 

fluctuations in the dot population. These problems, and many othen, leave many 

challenges for further investigations of self-assembleci quantum dots. 
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